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THE MONASTERIES OF THE FAYYUIM 1
In the 'Moritz collection acquired in 1929 by the Oriental Institute
are three Arabic parchment documents of the fourth century Hijrah
(tenth century A.D.), two of which are contracts of sale of property,
while the third deeds property as a charitable grant to what seems to be
the earliest known and definitely named monastery of the Fayyfim.
A few facsimiles and transcriptions of somewhat similar contracts of
sale 2 have been published from time to time. But these, without exception, have been given us with meager notes and partial translations.
Again, though wakf documents are too numerous to mention, Arabic
documents of another form of charitable donation, namely, the ,Radakah
-to which our third document here belongs-are comparatively rare,
and rarer still are they in connection with Coptic monasteries. It is,
therefore, the object of this study to give an annotated translation of
the three documents and to follow up the last-to us the most interesting of the three-with a historical sketch of the monasteries of the
Fayyfim.
ARABIC CONTRACTS OF THE FOURTH CENTURY HI.JRAH

The three documents here presented are linked together by locality,
time, and principal characters. The properties concerned were located

I(;rateful acknowledgments

are due Professor Sprengling for his patient reading and

criticism of the manuscript and for his invaluable help with the translation of the much
involved legal terminology. My thanks are also due to Miss Elizabeth Stefanski for helpful suggestions with some of the Coptic names.
2 (f.
Moritz. Arabic Palaeography (Cairo, 1iM)5), Pis. 112-13, 115-16(; Abel, Argyptiche
Urkunden aus den Koeiiglichien MAfuseen zu Berlin,, Arabiscrbe Urkunden (Berlin, 1896);
Erman and Krebs, A us den Papyrus der Ktniglichen Museen (Berlin, 1999), pp. 284-90,

which contains partial translations of some of the documents given by Abel; Margoliouth,
Catalogue of the

Arabic

Papyri in

the John Rylands Library (Manchester,

1933),

pp. 101 ff. A sale contract from Sinai of much later date, 988/1580, is published
with an annotated translation by Aapell Saarisaio in an article entitled "A Waqf-Document from Sinai," appearing in Vol. V of Studia orientaliaof the Finnish Oriental Society
(Helsingfors, 1933). Though considerably different from the earlier Fayytim documents,
it is, nevertheless, interesting in showing the persistence of similar phraseology; for which
point cf. also 'Ali al-Naifar al-Tiinisi, Kitab al-Durr al-Manzfm fi Kayfiyat Kutub alRusfim (Tunisia, 1298/1881), pp. 58-70, etc. Other Judicial, and especially marriage, contracts have been more recently published by Grohmann (after this paper was written), in
Der Islam. XXII (1934). 1-69.
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in the town of Buljusfik-Bursh in the southwestern part of the Fayyfim, a little to the north of the Gharak region. In the first and earliest
document Marlirah, son of Kail, is selling some of his property to
Tfisdnah, daughter of Bisanti, his next-door neighbor on the west. In
the second document, written some eight months later, he is selling
the rest of his property to I;alhlash, son of Bol or, and in the third
document, written again some three months later, Tiisdnah, daughter
of Bisanti, is deeding some of her property as a charitable grant to the
Nalliin and Shalla monasteries situated in the desert to the northeast
of Buljusfak-Bursh.
The documents have yet another point in common. They are drawn
up in accordance with the Muslim law of sale and of charitable grant
(.adakah). The fundamental principles of the law of sale are practically identical in the four leading schools of Muslim jurisprudence but
differ somewhat in that of .qadakah.The two systems most widely accepted in Egypt were the Shaficite throughout the country and the Mdlikite in Upper Egypt. But since al-Shifici was an eclectic, we find in
these primarily _hiffiite-Milikite documents of the Fayyflm some
Ijanifite principles and terminology, making it necessary to refer to
3
works representing the three schools.
For these schools and their founders see article "Fiqh'" in Encyclopcdia of Islam;
Nicolas Aghnides. Mohamm(dao Theories of Finance (New York, 1916), pp. 133-47 (this
work contains an excellent Bibliography of Arabic sources); S. Fitzgerald, Muhammadan
Law: An Abrid'gement 4Arrordin to Its Various Schools (London, 1931).
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I. ORIENTAL INSTITUTE No. A6965 (SALE OF PROPERTY)
Date.-Jumad I 335 Hijrah = 28 November-28 December, AD.946.
General description.-Fine parchment, somewhat crepelike in texture; 36>(23 cm. comprising the entire document; very narrow margins; upper portion and right half much broken and discolored in
places by smoke or burning. The ink of the main document is a medium brown of uniform shade and weight, but some of the testimonies
are in a darker brown and others in black ink.
Script.-A stiff angular cursive in which some of the letters are very
close to small Kufic forms; unpointed, except partially in one or two
instances of personal names; closely written both as to word and as
to line spacing; some of the testimonies are in a more crowded and
cursive hand than that of the main document.
TRANSLATION

(1) In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate. (2) This is what
TrIsinah, 5 daughter of Bisanti, 6 son of ? bought .... (3) .... from Mar-

I-frah, son of Kail.7 She bought from him by one agreement (4) and one contract the level land' (terrace?) that is above the fertile tract' 0 of Thsnah,
daughter of Bisanti, appertaining to" the house (5) that comprises it and
south of it. (It has) four houndaries: one-the southern-of the boundaries
of this level land that adjoins (6) the house of Tfisnah, daughter of Bisanti, is
the house of the heirs' 2 of Patnon,' 3 the fisherman; and its eastern boundary
IThough thle name appears in all three documents, the n alone. and that not always.
seems to he pointed:-as t 1s a prefix for many feminine Coptic names, it Is given the preference here with the suggestion that perhaps we have here the Arabic form of TCANNA.
which Is considered as the Coptic form of Anna hy Carl Maria Kaufmann, JHrndbuch der
altehrist, bra Epiqraphik (Freihurg. 1917), 78.
fThe well-known name raetrpr. The last name Is illegible. The text missing in 11. 2
and .3must refer to the locale of the document,. specifying In particular the district of the
Fayyiim If not. actually mentioning the town of I1jusfiig-Bursh mentioned In the next
document, which see.
7An abbreviation of Mikall (or Michael); cf. Flinders Petrie. Medum, pp. 48-50. Both
names are very common anmong the Copts.
11This phrase appears In several sales contracts (cf. Abel. op. cit.. pp. 41 fU.52, 57"f.;
Moritz, opn. cit.. Pl. 115-16) and Is used to guard against invalidity since in 5h~ficite law
a sale Involving more than one transaction is automatically invalidated. Cf. Shiritzi. atTntih, ed. Juynboll (1879). pp. 96-97.
' Arabic dictionaries do not give 1-(-6 though they do give *-(-4i. We have then an instance of the frequent change of a and q. natural enough when followed by a (, though not
limited to that condition: see references to Abel and Moritz cited In the preceding note
for the alternation of a and qIn qafakah.
"0For lnrfah see below. 111. 2. where this very one is the subject of a charitable grant.
"Mitt,
partitive. In legal terminology.
C(f. A bel. op. cit.. p. 22, 1H.7-9, etc.
13 [lie familiar ,,.ooiw,
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(7) (is) the house of Marl-irah, son of Kail; and its northern" boundary (is)
the house of Sanbah,'5 the fisherman; and its western boundary (is) the house
(8) of Tiishnah.1t Tisinah, daughter of Bisanti, bought from MarJrah, son
of Kail, this level land (9) within all its boundaries,' with its timber beams"
and its structures, and the sum total of its accessories in their entirety'9 .*
(10) .... and every right pertaining to it, for two dinars, full weight. Marl-firah, son of Kail, received from Tfslsnal, daughter of Bisanti, (11) this entire sum in full payment, and receipted her for the whole, as having received
that (sum) from her, with a receipt for payment received in full; and Marlrah (12), son of Kail, coniveyed" t this level land to her, and she accepted it,
and took possession of it, and took over actual ownership 2 ' to do with it as
she pleases 22 and (13) to control it as proprietors control their property. 23 And
14

Literally, the sea boundary, commonly so used in Egypt; cf. Saarisaio, op. cit., p. 8,

n. 9.
15Le., C l1.aC; cf. larahacek, Mitt. ,i,'o S noilumg der Papyrus Krzherzou Rainer
(Wien, 11887), 1. 2.
16 The text is lost in the parchment, lut the locations specified In this and the next
documents call for the house of Tulsanah at the same time that the parchnent space allows for her first name only. it will be noticed that others In these documents are sometimes indicated by their first names only.
17 Literally, with its bound and boundaries-a comnon technical phrase occurring In
almost every docunet of like nature and used to insure definite speili'ation; see also
Ii, 8.
IsFor naklo, va-00, the dictionaries (see Lane) give "ruins," "beams," both in connection with property and in connection with buildings. Dr. Anis K. Frayha Informs me
that the term is at present in use in connection with buildings and applies chiefly to the
timber used and usable in a building.
18Unless so specified, the secondary accessories, marufik, belonging to any property, e.g.
the loft(?), the entrance passage, and the water closet, are not Included in the contract.
Though the ternm merafigz is frequently used (e.g., In these and other documents referred
to), several other alternative phrases may serve the same purpose, e.g., to buy a house
"with every right belonging to It" or "with everything, little or much, that Is In It or goes
with It"; cf. Shalbani, al-JdmiP al- aqir (Bfli , 1884-85), p). 84 (on margin of Abila
Yaisuf, K. al- K hrdj). See also Iwan 1)lmitroffY's study of this author (Berlin, 1908), pp.
62-433, 86-87, 135-36, for further details. But, as Is frequently common in legal documents, alternative phrases are, for the purpose of security, used simultaneously. These
Arabic documents are no exception to this practice or to the even more tiresome one of
several repetitions of the same phraseology, as the translations readily show.
The break in the text In 11. 9-10 allows for the use of another alternative phrase, but
It Is risky to attempt to state which of the usual phrases was used.
20 No sale is complete and therefore valid unless delivery or transfer on the part of the
seller Is followed by definite acceptance and actual possession by the buyer, hence the great
care taken to specify these facts, (If. Shiriizi, op. cit., p. 93; Macnaghten, Principles of
Hindu end Mohammedan Law (London, 1885), pp. 198-203; Fitzgerald, op. cit., pp. 181-82.
21 Actual owne~rship is a condition prerequisite for any future legal transaction involvIng the land, such as selling, bequeathing, or establishing it as a grant; cf. Fitzgerald, op.
cit., p. 182, and others, The final alif of tamallukan Is left out.
22 Most of the Arabic phrase is missing In the text, but Its reconstruction Is gained by
comparison with Margoliouth, op. cit., p. 104.
23 The same Arabic phrase Is to be seen In Abel, op. cit., pp. 14, 60; Moritz, op. cit.,PI.
116, 1. 12; for variations of or alternatives for the same phrase see Abel, op. cit., pp. 16, 44,
48. 5th Moritz, op. cit., Pl. 115, 1l. 10-11,
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they separated after contracting this sale (14) with mutual satisfaction. 24
And on these terms the seller knows what he sold, and the buyer what he
bought. Tflsinah, (15) daughter of Bisanti, bought from Marliirah, son of
Kail, this level land, mentioned and specified in this (16) deed, within all its
boundaries, and with all its accessories and with every right pertaining to it
and which is in it and of it,2 for this sum of which (17) the specification is in
the first part of this deed. The acknowledgment of Marlfrah, son of Kail, of
all that is in this deed is testified to by (18) witnesses2 who know him in person and by namie and that hie is satisfied with this sale after the (19) entire
content of this deed was read 2 7 to him. ie acknowledged his conilrehension
of it and his cognizance of it after it had been read to hin in Arabic and translated for him (by) (20) Mutlramadd.21le acknowledged his comprehension
of it and his cognizance of it, and Markfiral, son of Kail, guarantees to Tfisdnah, daughter of Bisanti, (21) all the guaranties. 29 And whatever there may
le in this IpurhIase by way of damnages, or attachments, or claims, or contentions,"9 the security for that (22) and its obligation and its effective refutation
arid its settlement and its rnanagemnent 3 ' rest on Marlfrali, son of Kail, as a
valid and binding (23) obligation for all pledges-the most obligatory, the
strongest, and the most binding-according to the Muslim law of sale (24)
23
And on these terms these two concluded
and according to its stipulation.
their sale. Witness is given to their acknowledgmntt, made in sound (25)
mind and body, in control of their affairs, assenting unconstrained without
any defect (26) of disease or of anything else. And that in the month of Jomirdi I of the year five arid thirty (27) and three hundred. Witness is given
to these (facts): Brius, son of Isina I, gave witness to all that is in this (28)
24Cf. 11, 11, andI Moritz, op. cit.,I1. i115, 1. 11. Separation in mutual agreement at this
point conmpletes and validates the sale, leaving neither party, according to the Miilkite
school, any option of recall or repudiation; cf. Zurl~iini, Commntaoni the Ifuuoa
(Cairo), 111, 140. The other schools differ on this right of option; 5lairiizi, op. cat.. p. 93;
Macnaghten, op. cit., 1p.200; Fitzgerald, op. cit., p. 184.
25 For this andi similar phrases see 11, 9; Abel, op. cit., pp. 16, 21, 47-48; 'Moritz, op. cit,,
Pl. 112, 1. 3.
which occurs also i
" Note the grammatical construction of xhuahhiaoshuhfidon,
111, 7-8.
27 For other Instances or this cf. Abel, op. cit., pp. 21-22, and Moritz, op. cit., Pl. 11i5,
The Arabic text of the phrase Is In the active because of the usage of Arabic language.
29The word is missing in the Arabic text and Is supplied from 1. 23 of the document.
30 For this and the preceding three terms see Lane, op. cit., with whose help the English
e~quivalents are selected. The terms with onae or two othaers of like meaning belong to the
common legal terminoiogy of contracts of sale; cf. Abel, op. cat., pp. 14, 31-32. 43, 52,
59-60; Moritz, op. cit., P1. 115,1Ii. 13-14: P1. 116, 1. 11.
31This series of terms, like thaat of 1. 21 above, occurs frequently in most of the documents already cited.
32 More often than not this statement, or something to the same effect, is mentioned
In contracts drawn up for Christians, as in these three: see also those cited from Abel and
28

Mori'tz.
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deed and wrote his testimony with his own hand. And praise be to Allah, the
Lord of the Worlds. (29) Ismiacil, son of abili al-Nuwairill gives witness to
the acknowledgment of MarlJirah, son of Kail, of all that is in this deed, and
that (30) in the month of Jumlda I134 of the year five and thirty and three
hundred. (31) Llussain, son of Hassan, witnessed the acknowledgment of MarliJrah, son of Kail, of what is in this deed (32) and wrote his testimony with
his own hand and that in the month of Juindd 11 of the year five and thirty
and three hundred.
In the upper left corner of the document appear the following three
ilnes:
(1) This contract (written obligationi?) was certified") in the presellet'of
Mulaniniad, son of cAbd-Allai, 3O (2) and that in the month of Juindd 11 of
the year five and thirty (3) and three hundred.
II. ORIENTAL

INSTITUTE

No. A6966 (SALE OF PROPERTY)

Date.-*afar 336 Hijrah = 22 August 20 September, A.D. 947.
General description.-Finelight parchment; 33 XK21 cm.; upper right
margin much broken, lower right part much shrunk, and so of irre
lar shape, though this must have taken place before the present document was drawI up. The parchment is a palimpsest, but very few and
light traces only are to be seen of the underscript. The same ink-a
medium brown-is used for the main document and by the witnesses.
Script.-A small cursive hand with some angularity but, on the
whole, closer to the regular nask4i hand; freely though not completely
pointed; not voweled except for one instance of a tanwin (1.9); closely
33 For al-Nuwairah cf. Ydilt, Dictionary, I~V, 826, where it Is described as a n&diyah In
Egypt. Etat, ed. iDe Sacy and published at end of his edition of 'Abd al-Latif's Relation de
t'Evypte (Paris, 1810). p. 687. mentions a similar place in the province of iiabnasa, which
must be the same as the modern al-Nuwalrah; cf. Baedeker, Egypt and Sudan (1914), p.
209, and map of the Fayy~m. Salmon, In BJFAO, 1, 75, lists a
In the Fayyuim,

but I am unable to tell if it has any connection with al.Nuwalrah.
24 The actual contract was drawn up In Jumiid& 1, though these witnesses and the ratification were not secured until JumidaII . Perhaps the delay was due to Inability to secure
witnesses readily, since these had to qualify as such; cf. Russell and H.uhrawardy, Muslim
Jurisprudence (London, 1.906), pp. 60-61. Official witnesses were kept for this purpose by
the state, but these moved about as needed and were, therefore, not always immediately
available. Certification and registration are not essential to the validity of the contract;
see Macnaghten, op. cit., p. 119; Wilson, Digest of Anglo-Muhammadan Law (3d ed.;
London, 1908), p. 323.
35Cf. Abel, op. cit., pp. 32, 59; in Karabacek, op. cit., pp. 164-68, used in sense of "Corr ect. "
36The last name, missing in the Arabic text, is supplied by comparison with I II top.
3(Number not used.
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written as to words but not crowded in line spacing; most of the Signatures are in a crude and unpracticed hand (cf. Moritz, op. cit., P1.
115, for even more inferior samples).
TRANSLATION

(1) In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate. (2) This is what
1ialfa~a~, son of Boltor, 35 bought from Marlirah, son of Kail, of the inhabitants of AbQ al-Jus , known as Burb 3 (3) He bought from him and from
his mother, Atahrlin, (daughter) of Ibn AlA Tidur,1 0 their house in Abi al
Jus!i Bur6li of the district (kurah) of the (4) Fayyihn for eight dinars, of
which one dinar is debased"' and seven dinars unadulterated,4 2 sound (5) full
weight l y the new mitbals And it is the house whose southern boundary
extends to the house of Matfs, son of I)ahlah,4 and its (6) northern boundary
381 oth names fully pointed; a suggestion for 1Kallash Is the Coptic KAXAWJe,
'the little Syrian," with the last letters dropped; Botor is, of course, Victor.
so"This is the ('7optlc TTe6dCWK which occurs several times in (optic documents;
C'f. Corpus papyroru Iaineri, ed. Krall (Vienna, 1895), 11, No. 225, 1. 3; Petrie, op. cit.,
p. 50; ('rum, 'optic Manuscripts from the Fayyfirn(London. 1893), pp. 64, 67, 78-79
(ricX&COOK). so far as I know, this is the only Arabic document In which it appears
as AbiC al-Jusfl , though as Buljusii4 it appears in Moritz. op. cit., Pls. 115-16, of the years
A.i. 423 and 429, and in all these three instances it Is associated with the Arabic Bursh:
whetler It is possible to idenilfy Bursh with the Arabic Burj and this again with HeAt
with an r replacing the I (which Is a possibilIty) is a (uestion-,cf. (run, op. cit., p. 67, note
uinder 1. 25. If this Identification is to be accepted, ner(k)6lcwK being compounded of
d, I.e., b-r-y, which means "laughing," "happy," "well-being," and
two elements, n
CWK, standing for the god name Sobek, it could easily be abbreviated to nept. whence
later comes C17 or iJ& though this last is no longer associated with the Buliusfik of

later times. in Arabic sources It Is first mentIoned by al-Niblusi (643/1245). See Salmon,
op. cit., pp. :1 td 7G-71. front which we learn that the original Buljusfi4. located in the
rapidily declIning region of Balit al-Tanaltawailh, had fallen into) ruins but was rebuilt
by the time of al-N~blusi who (describ~es It as a large and beautiful city In the southern
Fayyiion, some four hours' ride on horseback from Madinat al-F'ayyflm. The Christian
inhabitants must have deserted the place sometime after A.H. 429, the date of the last
(now known) Arabic document, and sometime before the time of al-Niiblusl. since hie
reports only the ruins of a Christian church In contrast with a flourishing mosque serving
the new Inhabitants, viz., the BJand1 ljiitim, a subtribe of the BanfiKIlFb. We find It in
the eighth /fourteenth century referred to as BaIJ54l in Etat. p. 681, after which It seems
to have disappeared again in later times, so that its precise identification is impossible,
although Wessely, Denakschriften kTAW (Wien, 1904), L, 12 and 121, and Grenfell, Hunt,
and Goodspeed. Tebtunie Papyri (London, 1907), 11, 394, place it between Tatifin and
Tauit near the Oharal region.
*9Literally, ibn Abii Tidut 's Aitahiin: this same construction occurs again in l. 7
and cannot. therefere, be considered a scribal error. Though Impossible as an Arabic
cons tru('tion, it Is a common way of indicating this relationship In the Coptic. A~tahctn
or a derivation from the Semitic root of
may be either a variation of OKTkO0GlS1.X
Alti; cf. Wuthnow, Dieesemitischen 31enirhenna men ins griechischen Insckriften und Papyri
des vorderen Orients (Leipzig, 1930), p. 129.
4'Literally. "unfaithful" or "treacherous."'
42-Literally. "faithful," "veracious," as opposed to khawudn; cf. Abel, op. cit., P. 7;
\iargoliottth, op. cit., pp. 24, 26.
43 &1,
4eKA" . Matfis is, of course. 'Matthiew.
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(is) the house of the heirs of BanI iasii, and its eastern boundary the house of
Faliri, son of Shinfidah," and its western boundary the house of (7) T11sanah,
daughter of Bisanti. 1Kaltabh, son of Bol-tor, bought from Mar1-Uirah, son of
Kail, and from his mother, Alfahfn, (daughter) of Ibn Abi Tidur, their right
(8) in the house delimited and described by the four boundaries that surround
it to the limit of all its boundaries," and every (9) right pertaining to it, entering in it, and issuing from it," for these eight dinars specified in this deed.
(10) And Ijialab, son of Bol-tor, delivered it to Marl-firah, son of Kail, this
entire sum4 7 in full payment, and he receipted him with a receipt for full payment received. (11) And they were satisfied and parted on terms of mutual
satisfaction on their part. 48 And they consulted 4 9 (with each other) in accord0
ance with the Muslim law of sale and its stipulations without option for
either of them and without annulment.M1 (12) These are the terms on which
they concluded the sale. And whatsoever should ensue to taltiaah, son of
Bo~tor, by way of damages or clanims or attachments" from anyone whatso3
ever (13) for any reason whatsoever or in any manner wlatsoever -the responsibility for that and security1 4 for it rests on Mar1frah, son of Kail. And
that (14) in kafar of the year six and thirty and three hundred. .All, son of
Ibrahim, al-Aswilni, gave witness to that, to all that is in this deed (15) in
&afar of the year six and thirty and three hundred. Mulammad, son of alt
gsr
ave witness to that, to all that is in this deed, and rAll, son of Ibra44Shinfadab needs no comment; FaIkri is likely TIKOOP.
45Cf. note on 1. 9.
"4Cf. 1, i6.
47A case of redundancy here.
"8Cf. 1, 13-14, for similar terminology. For the form itr4da cf. Xolers, Lehrhurh der
,, tn sprache (Cairo, 1890), p. 71; Spitta-By, Grammatik deq arab
onne pto-nrnhiscert
i *cheon 11lerdzolects von Argypten (Lelpzig, 1880). pp. 213-35.
4"The oh!f of the dual form In tashawoard is left out. Though the word as It stands could
be read as a noun, the verbal reading is more in keeping with the preceding and following
clauses.
"oCf. 1. 23-24 and note.
b1 Cf. notes on 1. 14.
"2Cf.1,.21 and note. There seems to he another word between tabi'at and 'alkat but It Is
illegible, and the space is too small for an "or" plus another term such as

C4.0

&AA~.
(cf. A bel. op. cit., p. 59). A guess on the evidence of the script alone suggests
hut I know of no other instance of this usage In these sale contracts, even if the context
were to admit of this reading. There is the more likely possibility that It is a scribal error
to be overlooked.
"3For these and similar phrases cf. Abel, op. cit., pp. 21-22. 28, 52, 59; Moritz, op. cit..
P1. 115, 1. 14; Pl. 112, 1. 15; P1. 116. 1. 13.
64 Cf. 1, 21-22 and note.
'Cf.
Ibn Doreid, Genealogisc/l-efymologisiches Jlandbuch, ed. WtIstenfeid (Odttingen,
1854), p. 302;-the last part of the word is not so clear, and there is a possibility of reading
the name as al- Kaxii, as in 1. 6 above, though spelled here with final yd, as In lbn Doreid,
op. cit., p. 183; or even as a]- gisim in Tabari, Annals (Index), and Ibn Doreid, op. cit.,
pp. 39, 233. The ali of al-gisim is frequently missing In third-century papyri; cf. Ozohmann, op. cit., pp. 37-40. and in A rchiv Orieatdlnt, VII (1935). 456.
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him, wrote (signed) for him (16) by his order and in his presence. (17) Mulammad, son of al-Ijusain, gave witness to all that is in this deed and wrote
with his own hand. (18) Alimad, son of al-Khashram,- testified to all that is
in this deed and wrote with his own hand. (19) Fasau(?),17 son of Atmad,
gave witness to all that is in this deed, and cAl, son of Ibrahim, wrote for him
by his order and in his presence. (20) Abmad, son of Muhammad, gave witness to all that is in this deed. (21) cAl, son of Ijusain, gave witness to all that
is in this deed and wrote his testimony with his own hand.
III. ORIENTAL INSTITUTE No. A6967 ($adakah
OR CHARITABLE GRANT)

Date.-Jumdd I 336 Hijrah = 18 November-18 December, AD. 947.
General dscription.-Fine parchment, comparatively well preserved except for two fair-sized lacunae; 25.5X20.5 cm.; very narrow
margins. It is a palimpsest, written in both cases on one side only of
the parchment. The underseript, now very faint, runs parallel to the
length of the parchment and is, therefore, at right angles to the lines
of the second writing. Three varieties of ink are to be seen-that of the
remains of the underscript; the dark, almost black, ink of the main
document; and the very light brown of the signature of the witnesses.
Script.-Small, somewhat angular, cursive hand of mediocre execution but of fair legibility. It is unpointed except for one instance of a
c (1. 2) and another of a sh (1. 3). Tashdid is spelled out in full, e.g.,
two i's in IClddhin-of line 3, and two n's of innahain line 9.
Nature of contract.-In addition to the well-known alms tax of the
zakdt, the Muslim is urged to further individual and private philanthropy: wakf, qadakach, and hibah are the three main types of such
philanthropic and charitable outlets. The first of these is too well
known to detain us, and the last is a gift for a consideration, tangible or
otherwise, received from one's fellow-men; in the first instance it is
essentially of the nature of a sale, and in the second it is the simple gift,
both motivated and rewarded by human sentiments alone." A$adakah,
"in the way of God," differs from wak-f for the same purpose in that
Cf. Ibn Doreid. op. cit., p. 273.
"7The letters of the name seem to be fiso-w but It is unusual for an Arabic name to0
end with an -a-t', and I am unable to find any such name as Faqatw or Fashaiw or even
Fa.,af or Fasata. taking the last letter for a f or k. On the other hand. the name from its
appearance could be read as Finamc, for the C'optic fTAN4Aw, which again is a peculiar
combination with "son of Abmad.'
'a Qf. Baillie. A Digesit of .toohrmnudan Lair (LoAndon.
1864). Part 11. pp. 203-9;
Wilson, op. cit., pp. 319-37;, Fitzgerald. op. cit., pp. 210-15. For Arabic texts on these
three subjects see Maiik-ZUrlini, op. cit., Shizi, op. cit., and Shaibini, op. cit.; for Eng-.
lish translations see Macnaghten. and Russell and Sithrawardy. both cited above.
"
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(a) any unincumbered and commendable object may be given as a
qadakah, while those that can be given in waff are limited; (b) the
donec is free to do as he pleases with the given object, as against the
mortmain principle of the wa&-f; and (c) though Christians and Muslims may both give and receive a qadakah at any time, there are certain conditions to be met before either, especially the former, can
make a wakf, since the purpose of the wakf must be approved both by
Islam and by the religion of the founder. Thus a Christian may make
a wak-f in favor of a hospital or an almshouse, but he cannot make one
in favor of a mosque, since that is not approved by his religion; neither
can he make a wakf in favor of a church, because that is contrary to
Islam." 9 And it is for this last reason that our document here is a
. adakah and not a wakf. On the other hand, .adakah differs from hibah
in that (a) its object is solely tio gain merit and favor with God and so
is made without any worldly consideration whatsoever; (b) it is (like
effective on declaration 0 while hibah
wauk) in some instances, at least,e,
requires both acceptance and delivery; and (c) it is final and absolutely
irrevocable,' while hibah may be revoked under certain conditions.
The reason for this non-revocability is that the object of the qadakah,
favor with God, has been attained, and so it has become like a gift for
which a value has been received." 2
TRANSLATION

(1) In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate. (2) This is what
Tfis5,nah , daughter of Bisanti .... (?)"~ gave as a charitable grant to the church
of the monastery of NaI~Ifinll (.3) and (to that of) Mikail (of) Ubal&-the
so Cf. Fitzgerald, op. cit., pp. 208-9.
60Cf. ibid.. pp. 202-:3, 217. One such instance Is where there is no determined beneficiary, e.g., as a wvakf for the poor or for the foundation of a mosque. As a general rule,
however, where acceptance and delivery are possible, they are both required for the completion of the transaction.
61(7f. ibid., p. 202; Wilson, op. cit, p. 336.
6Cf. Baillie, op. cit., p. 224; Wilson, op. cit.. p. 3361.
63(.Number not used.)
'14The two words following the name Ilisanti occur again In 1. 12 and, though clearly
egible as s-d k-h-d, are difficult of explanation. They seem to be an attempt on the part
of the Arab scribe to give the equivalent of a C.optic titular phrase that was obscure to
him. I am led to this suggestion by what (Crumwrites of a Sahidic papyrus (Catalogue of
C'optic Maouscript8 io the British Museum [London, 19051, pp. 452-53), drawing attention
to very frequent but obscure additions after a name and title, "one such being the word
6
, 'lamne?,' appended to a name. " Since kahada means to "walk with short steps, "
perhaps an Idea of lameness Is implied as Crum suggests, but It is difficult to tell If this
means actual physical lameness-It seems to occur too often for that--or If It Is to be
taken In a figurative sense.
SThe location of Nal~liin Is dealt with In the historical study growing out of this documnent; that of Shall& Is not definitely known except that It belongs with Buljusd*ig n the
list of rapidly declining towns In the Tanabtawaih region. See n. 39 on Buljusft.~

~c
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two monasteries that are in the desert and are known as al-Nalfin and Shalld
in the district (kurah) (4) of the Fayyfim: the fertile tract66 (of land) that adjoins the residence 67 of Darkun," daughter of Bisanti, to the limits of all its
boundaries, with its timber beams" 9 (5) and its structure and its gates and
its small garden 0 and all its accessories and its paths and the sum total of its
rights in their entirety 7 and its loft(?)72 (6) and all that is contained within
its boundaries and inclosed within its walls. (This is) an irrevocable charitable
grant for the sake of God, to whom be glory and majesty. (7) She desires for
this neither reward nor praise except from God alone without any associate.73
The acknowledgment of (8) Tfisanah, daughter of Bisanti, to all the contents
of this deed was testified to by witnesses who know her in person and by name
(9) and that she is sound in mind and body and in control of her affairs. 4 And
it is a charitable grant seized and possessed 7" (10) for these two monasteries
irrevocably. Tfis'nah, daughter of Bisanti, can neither revoke this charitable

"4From

the further specifications which follow in II. 4-6 the tract must have been im-

proved and cultivated with at least some buildings standing on it. It is also clear from
this and the first document that Tisiinah is not disposing of all her property in that
location; for she still has her house and the level land she bought from Marfirah, son of
Kail, unless we assume that she has disposed of these in the interval between these two
contracts.
67 Perhaps the use of the word kaqr and not the humbler and more usual manzil is
evidence of the general prosperity of the Bisanti family, unless we take kagr in the sense
of a small "keep," which is possible but not likely.

08 Written sometimes as Tarkhin

), both forms derived from the Coptic

T-AyxrD;
.
cf. Krall, op. cit., p. 72, No. 74.
19 See 1. 9 and note.
7" The reading of
',:
is given with some reluctance, mainly for paleographic
reasons, since in comparison with the rest of the script there seems to be a s or sh instead
of those three teeth standing for n-y-n; for these, together with the b and its sister-letters,
are usually more marked than the unit of three teeth for
or sh.From the context the
reading "small garden" fits in very well; cf. Abel, op. cit., p. 22. Other possible readings
are
A ,
"wood";
, "benefits"; or, less probably.
. "gypsum";

A-.w ,
."prison"

or "pond"; and

, "inalienable rights."

c Jf. 1. 16.
72The uli,,

,

. is the higher or highest part of anything.

In this case it seems to

stand alone: when associated with a house or any building, it may mean either the raised
foundation or thie second story of a house or just a simple loft. The term is usually coupled
with itsantonym (e.g., Abel, op. cit., pp. 16. 22. 48) to mean either specifically the second
story and the basement or. where no such things exist,. then to mean comprehensively the
entire structure (cf. Shalbini, op. cit., p. 84 (margin; Shaibfini, ed. Dimitroff, op. cit.,
pp.
86-87). Is )imitroff right in concluding that culfi is the right to future construction, i.e..
something of the nature of "air rights," when this is against the general principle that
nothing that is not in actual existence can be the subject of sale or alienation? For would
not such air rights be tacitly included in one of the usual comprehensive phrases used when
an entire property is bought outright, e.g.. "with all its rights." "to do with as he pleases,"
etc.?
7 Cf.Surah VI, 163, for this phrase, which the Muslim scribe irrelevantly adds; see
also Abel, op. cit..p. 37, for a similar instance.
74 Cf. 1. 17-18 and 24-25 and notes.

?bIt would seem that declaration alone would suffice since the beneficiary is a church
(as in the case of a mosque): but not to take any chances, this and the repetitions which
follow are added; see introductory comment on the nature of the document.
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grant (11) nor make any condition or reservation" (regarding it). For this
fertile tract of land and its loft 77 are an irrevocable charitable grant for the
sake of God to these two monasteries. (12) Testimony is given to the acknowledgment of TasAnah, daughter of Bisanti, ... (?) made in sound mind
(13) and body and in control of her affairs, of her own volition, seeking, and
desire, neither constrained nor forced, (14) without any defect of disease or of
anything else." And that in the month of Jumada I of the year six (15) and
thirty and three hundred. Witness is given to these (facts): (16) Bflus, son
of Ismail, gave witness to all that is in this document and wrote his testimony
with his own hand. (17) Yisuf, son of Ismacil, gave witness to the acknowledgmnent of Tfsinah, daughter of Bisanti, of all that is in this deed and wrote
(18) his testimony with his own hand. God is his sufficiency, and the best of
guardians is he.
Two lines appear in the upper left corner:
"(1) This (written) document was certified in the presence of Mutammad,
son of cAbd-Allah, and that in the (2) month of Shaww5.ls of the year (six
's
and?)81 thirty and three hundred."
76 Cf.

Abel, op. cit., p. 60, where the term mathnawiyyah,

, is preceded

by

J;L,

a term of similar meaning which our scribe here seems to have omitted
b)ymistake at the end of i. 10 where, though there is room for it,we find no traces of it.
If we take the omission to be intentional, then we must credit the scribe with the error
. This precaution is taken since all but a few
of repetition for the phrase wa ld,N
to awwul,

specified conditions or reservations render these contracts illegal (see n. 24 on 1, 14).
77Note that the pronominal ending here is feminine, although in 1. 5 it is masculine.
9 For these series of terms cf. I, 25-26.
7sCf. 1. 2 of this document and note.
'oShawwl,

A.H.,

336, falls between April 14-May 13 of A.D. 948, i.e., five months after

the initial drafting of the document (see n. 34 on I,30).
*aThe year date given is thirty and three hundred and so raises the question as to
whether this certification refers to the present document or to that of the underscript,
which was written in the year 330. Except for this similarity of date, everything else is in
favor of its inclusion with the present document: it is written in the same light ink as that
used by the witnesses and across clear traces of the underseacript. to which, therefore, it
could not belong. Thus we are left free to accept a scribal error in the omission of the
word "six" in the date group. The earlier document of the underscript consists of ten
lines written at right angles to the present one and is legible now only in isolated wordskurah, "acknowledgment," "receipt," "all," and "sum total of"-which, together with the
date, indicate that the document was a deed of sale executed some six years previous to
the present one.

a Professor

Grohmann's Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian Library, Vol. I (Cairo. 1934),

reached us after this manuscript had gone to press. The wealth of documents at his disposal, and the full and scholarly way in which he has treated them, make his publication,
like the rest of his work on Arabic papyri, indispensable to the Arabist. I regret that it
did not reach us earlier, for in several instances it would have made my path much easier.
Professor Grohmann on his p. 152 has thrown some light on the formula 54Z5
which helps to clear the question raised in connection with the word 54k in III, 5. On
the other hand, I trust that the fact that the sh of Bursh is clearly pointed with three
dots in II, 2-3. together with the solution suggested in n. 39, will help to clear the question he has raised (p. 151) regarding the name BulJusill-Bursh.
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A HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE FAYYITM MONASTERIES
The history of Egyptian monasticism has an enduring fascination
for the many who are interested in early Christianity, both doctrinal
and institutional. Not only has the subject as a whole received expert
attention at the hands of many workers, but specific monasteries, or
groups of them, have likewise been the object of much interest and
labor for scholars of both the Old and the New World. To the works
on the monasteries of the city of St. Menas, Bawit, Tabennse, and
Thebes there has recently been added a monumental work by EvelynWhite on the most famous of all Egyptian monastic groups-the
monasteries of Nitria and Scetis.i Our interest centers for the time
being on yet another group of monasteries, frequently met with, but
almost as frequently ignored except for a passing mention-the
monasteries of the Fayyfim.
There is every reason to believe that Christianity found its way
into the Fayytim region if not simultaneously with, then shortly
after, its entrance into the Delta or Lower Egypt. The Fayyfm of
the first centuries of our era was at the height of prosperity, and frequency of contact between it and both Lower and Upper Egypt is
1See Hugh G. Evelyn-White. The Monasteries of the Widi 'n Natrin (Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Egyptian Expedition. "Publications,"' Vols. II.VII, VIII [New York,
1926. 1932-331).
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widely evidenced in both the Latin and Greek sources and the later
Coptic and Arabic accounts.
Taking area and population into consideration, there would be, to
begin with, fewer Christians and therefore fewer anchorites and
hermits in the Fayyfim than in the much larger and equally thickly
populated Delta or along the borders of the Nile. This may be one
reason why the Coptic saints and martyrs from these latter regions
so far outnumber those from the Fayyfim. 2 Another reason may prove
to be that documents from and about the Fayyfim monasteries have
not yet come to light, either by purchase or by excavations. Such
source material may now be completely lost to us by reason of the
economic decline of the Fayyfim in the Middle Ages, which, reacting
on the monasteries, doubtless caused some of them to die a slow
natural death, while the reputed prosperity and wealth of a few made
them victims of violent robberies and fatal attacks. Then, too, the
Fayyaim has not had its share of Western travelers, whose curious
and observant eyes and rescuing hands might have given us more
and richer evidence of the monastic units of the region. These may
be some of the reasons why the history of the churches and monasteries of the Fayyaim still remains to be written. If they are indeed
the only reasons, then that history may never be written. But the
situation does not seem so hopeless. For even the published materials
that might be of help have not been investigated, let alone exhausted,
while unpublished manuscripts, both Coptic and Arabic, scattered in
several libraries and museums await the coming of workers. This preliminary sketch, inadequate as it must perforce be, is offered as a
possible bait for both workers and patrons who would be interested
in such a project.
But to return to our present problem. So much has already been
written on early Christianity in Egypt that it is hardly necessary, in
a sketch like this, to go into even an outline of it. Suffice it to say
that it is safe to assume that in the first two centuries of our era Christian practices and conditions in the Fayyfim were similar to those
existing in the rest of Egypt. Our available sources give no specific
data on the subject for the Fayyam of that period. Parallelisms, however, of existing conditions are frequently met with from the third
2 Cf. Amblineau. Les actee des martyrs de l'iglise copte (Paris, 1890), p. 3.
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century on, beginning with the episcopate of Nepos, 3 bishop of the
Fayycim in the first half of the third century, who was an outstanding
millennialist and a writer whose psalnody was still the delight of
many in the days of Eusebius. Our next definite materials deal with
the well-known Decian persecution of the Christians in A.D. 250. The
Fayyiim itself has yielded us several papyrus documents mentioning
that time, especially in connection with the offering of the imperial
sacrifice.' The Diocletian persecution claimed its martyrs from the
Fayyfmn as from the other regions, and ancient records have left us
the names of a few.' Among these are Theophilus and his wife
Patricia, from the city of Fayyihm, both of whom suffered martyrdom
at the hands of Antihipotos, the governor, for refusal to offer sacrifices
in the temple of Jupiter., Another ( 1 hristian couple, Bartholomew
and his wife, also natives of the city of Fayyfim, were buried alive
by the (samie?) governor. 7
Two nonks who were martyred in Iiocletian's time stand out. The
first was Abba Nahraw 8 of the city of Bawit in the Fayym. 9 $Leaving
his pupil in the Fayyflm, he sought martyrdom in far-away Antioch,
where he is supposed to have had an interview with Diocletian himself,
who personally urged him to renounce his faith and offer sacrifices to
the idols. His refusal brought torture and death, but his courageous
martyrdom caused six thousand people (so the ("optic!) to turn Christianls, saying: "T~here is no (lod but.Jesus(Christ, the (od of Nah3(f. Alfred ilaudIrillart Dihtaonnaire d'histuare et tie jt%*raphie ecdt'siastiques, IV
(Paris. 19:10). 760-62, Eusebius (ChurchaHistory vii. 24 ("A Select Lib1rary of Nicene and
Post-Nicene Fathers of the Christian Church," 2d ser., ed. P, Schaff and If. Wace, I (New
York, 19041, :30.14f.).
4(ifwessely, "Les plus anclens monuments do christianlismne, Patrologia Ori entalts
(hereaftercalled PO), IV (1908),112 ff., and XVIII1 (1924).341-98, esp. chap. I (pp. 354 ff.).
6 rwot martyrs of the MayyUiUn
Abba Stephen (Budge. The Book of the Saints of the
KthiopiesiiC(hurch [Cambridge. 19281. 11, 563 f.) anid Abba Helias or Eliaos (Synaxariurn
.4lexan drinum ["nCorpus scriptorum C(IhristianoruintorienitaliunE '*Scra plores A rabini, 3. ser.,
t. XVIII .XIX!, 1.:129-32: 1-), 111. 436 ff.). are mentioned whose dates cannot he ascertaIned, though it Is more than likely that they belong In the third to the fourth century.
For yet anlother Fayyfian mattr, 'Macanius, see Quatremt~re, .1f/eoires giographiques et
hil ariques sasr lEypte .
Paris. ,411~). 1. 391. A monk. Michael of 1Naamiin, otherwise unidentified, Is mentioned In Budge. 11, 371.

Budge, 1. 2"
63 f.;- Syn. Alex.. 1. 68: PO. 1. 348; Amtslineau, Artel. p. 671.
Budge. 1. 167.
*Budge. 1. 213 U.; Syn. Alexr.. 1, 93: PO, 111, 257 f.; Waiter Till, Koplische HealagenNrid Marturerlegenden (-Orientalia Christiana Anaiecta." No. 102 (Roma, 19351), pp. 3 ff.
mtnslineau,

La giographae de l'Eggpte di l'/poque copte (Paris. 1893). pp. 3-3.
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raw."' His body was brought back to his home city in the Fayyflm
by a certain Julius who was then in Antioch.
The second monk was Abba KAw," who dared to defy Cilicianus
with anathemas for his persecution of the Christians. Cilicianus, taking pity on the monk's old age, overlooked this at first and urged
Abba Kw to sacrifice to his favorite idol of Apollo and go free. Instead the monk broke the idol in two, which caused the enraged
Cilicianus to give orders for his torture. He was bound and taken to
the Christian center, the city of Bahnasa, and then imprisoned at
Aneand (Antinoi), where he was eventually executed, his martyrdom
being shared by some five to eight hundred of the company of the
saints. His body was brought back to his cell near his native city of
Biniy, and a church was erected over it in his honor.
The story of Panine and Panaw," of the days of Diocletian and
Maximianus, is another that has its setting, in part at least, in the
Fayyfim. Panine, the son of a priest whose home was in Terot Saraban, was sent to his maternal uncles at Ansand (Antinoe) to be educated. The youth soon outdid his fellow-pupils in the school and so
incurred their hatred and jealousy, to the extent that his monitor,
envious of his excellent penmanship, twisted and broke several of his
fingers. Only one fellow-pupil, Panaw, befriended the unhappy youth,
and together the two went back to Panine's home town. They soon
became inseparable, developing a David-Jonathan friendship based
on their common piety and great desire for saintliness. Young and
ignorant of the northern country, they nevertheless set out in that
direction, seeking "the three saints of the desert." On the way they
were met by the archangel Michael, in clerical disguise, who guided
them to the three saints-Timothy, Theophilus, and Christodorusof the mountain of IfalamfIn in the Fayyaim. Here they stayed (eight
months or three years?) until their training for the monastic life was
completed, after which they returned southward to Psoi in the district
of Akhmim. They went to the near-by mountain of Ebot, where they
10Till. p. 10.

ItBudge,

II, 559; Syn. Alex.. I. 432-35; PO, XI, 736-42; Amdlineau, Actre, pp. 69-71.
was not far from the city of Fayyiim; cf. Amdlineau, Gdoy., p. 101. It must
have been to the south near the mountains, where later the monastery of Najlfiin was
located, for we find the body of Abba Kiw reported as being in the monastery of Nalffitin
(Budge. 11., 559).
ia Till, pp. 55 ff.; PO, III, 388 f.; Syn. Alex., I. 316-19.
12 Bimty
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found a company of monks and pilgrims worshiping in a church not
large enough to hold them. It was decided to build a new and larger
church, and Panine was commissioned to seek out Abba Psoti,
bishop of Akhmim, who had fled from persecution and was in hiding,
to come and consecrate the new church-a mission in which he was
successful. Panine and Panaw were then consecrated by this same
bishop, the one as priest and the other as deacon. Though moving
about freely in the Thebaid, their headquarters seem to have been the
mountain of Ebot, where they stayed for a "long time." Eventually
they were martyred at Edfu, as had been prophesied by Timothy of
I;alamiin, in the time of Maximianus, who was persecuting the Christians throughout Egypt.
These stories are significant in that they point to the deserts of the
Fayyfim in general, and to the mountain of Ialamfin in particular, as
the home of hermits and of small groups of monks from as early as
the second half of the third century, 4 since Abba Kdw, of the older of
the two generations represented, is already an aged man in 303, the
year of Diocletian's persecutions. The stories further illustrate the
constant movement of these earlier devotees between the Fayyfim and
Syria as well as both Upper and Lower Egypt.
It was partly due to the combination of the natural desire for
asceticism and the equally natural impulse to flee persecution that
Christian monasticism originated and spread in Egypt. The hermits
Paul (A.D. 281?-341), Amon (275-337), and Antony (251-356), the
last destined to become the father of Christian monasticism, typified
the first element, while the persecutions of Decius, Diocletian, and
Maximianus drove larger and larger numbers of would-be ascetics
farther and farther into the outlying deserts and mountains throughout the country. Thus was created a demand for a more or less
grouped, and presently-particularly in the south-an organized,
form of monasticism. The immediate tangible results in the north are
to be found in the foundation of the monasteries of St. Paul and St.
Antony in the Eastern Desert and in the emergence of the monastic
communities in Nitria and Scetis southwest of the Delta-all in the
first half of the fourth century of our era. The first steps thus having
14 Though hermits are thus early definitely linked with Kalamfiin. it does not necessarily
follow that organized monasticism first located here.
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been taken, the turn of the wheel in favor of Christianity and Christian institutions in the days of Constantine (324-37) and of Theodosius I (379-95) made the fourth century primarily one of liberty
and prosperity for Christianity-a situation which, in turn, reacted
favorably on the growth and prosperity of monasticism.
We should expect, then, to find the Fayyfim monasteries founded
about the samie timne; for the advantages for monastic settlements
were fully as good in the Vayyfimn1 as in Nitria and the Vdi Habib.
They were both far enough removed to be free from too much interference from both the civil and the patriarchal authorities at Alexandria. Besides, the Fayyfimn provided not only mountains with
numerous caves but water in near-by springs and canals, and those
features were about all that a nionastic unit then needed. On the
other hand, the disadvantages of the northern localities were somewhat minimized for the I'ayym in that the latter was not as easily
accessible to marauding expeditions or to factional troops, though, as
we shall presently see, it dlid not escape these entirely.
That some Fayyiami mionasteries were indeed founded in this period
and received personal encouragenient,from Antony is evidenced repeatedly. Traveling in the desert regions, establishing and strengthening the nionks everywhere, crossing and recrossing the Nile from
the Eastern l)esert to the Natribi Valley, he had the opportunity to
size up the situation in the Fayyfin and envisage its future possibilities. The Arabic version of the Jacobite A'Synaxariuni states expressly
that when Antony, after twenty years of herm-it life, felt the urge to
benefit humanity in general anid to teach mien the fear and worship
of ("Iod, he went to the Fayyrn andi strengthened the brothers that
were there and then returned to his monastery."~ The Ethiopic
Syrtaxariunt in reporting this incidenit states: "And he departed to
the district of the Fayyfim, and miade monks of many of the brethren
who were there, anid he confirmed them in the Law oif (od (now there
were there many religious houses that were [full of]i monks and
spiritual fighters)."' 6 Evagrius Pontius, writing in 356, gives further
evidence of Antony's interest in and direct connection with the
Fayyflm, since he tells of an epistle sen-t by Antony to Arsinoe*
15 PO, XI, 66:3; Syn. Alex., 1, 227 f.

16Budge, II, 533. The addition Is all the more sIgnIficant since the Ethiopic version is
frequently briefer than the others.
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(Fayytim) and its parishes. 17 In all likelihood this epistle must have
followed after the personal visit, which in turn must have taken place
not long after the emergence from the twenty-year period of asceticism and the foundation of Antony's own monastery in 305.181These
accounts, taken together, leave us with the fact that monastic communities of the Antonian type were in existence in the Fayy-m in the
early years, if not the first decade, of the fourth century.
In the face of these facts it is somewhat tantalizing, to say the least,
to find that the foundation of the earliest definitely known and named
monastery of the Fayym-none other than the Nalfln monastery
of our Oriental Institute Arabic document No. Ill-is shrouded in
(lark mystery, pierced only by the feeble light of a fantastic Coptic
Christian tale. This is the "History of Aar," of which there is both
a Coptic" ard an Arabic2 0 version, to the first of which I have unfortunately no direct access. With the Arabic version I have been
more fortunate, for Oriental Institute No. A 12063 (Moritz Colection), an Arabic manuscript of the sixteenth century (1552), contains
among nineteen homilies and stories the story of A&r(5,copied
for the priest-monk Gabriel, "chief of the notables and clerks of St.
MacarIus." The copyists are two monks, Gabriel and Abraham,
possibly the samie Gabriel and his nephew Abraham who were working
in the library of the Syrian mionastery of Scetis in 1493.21 Am6lineau
has given us a French translation of the story based on the Arabic, 2
and Budge an English one based on the (1 pIc 2 Neither of the
translators throws any light on the date either of the "events" or of
1Patraoyiae
curstis rompletui
.
Serits Graeca (hereafter called 116), ed. J. P.
(Paris. 1857-616), LX,.(981.
MNkigne
I'See Evelyn-White, Part 11. pp. 13 f., for Antony's chronology.
toSee Budge. Eoyptian Tales and Romances (Ljondon. 1931), pp. 12, 29. and 247-63
(trans. only).
Nationale. ed. WV. IM. de Slane
'2 Catalogue des manusrrts arabes de la Bibl'ique
(Parts, 1883-95), Nos. 148 (A.D. 16.55) and 154(.. 1604-7); Blochet, Catalogue des
manuscripts arabes tsuppi. to the foregoing). Nos. 4796 and 4888: vansleb, Nouvelle relation .
.. ( n voyjage fat en Egypte (Paris, 1698. p. 2716.
21CTf Evelyn-White. Part 11. p. 451. and W. Wright. Catalogue of Syriac Manuscripts
in the British Museum, No. ,NXXXlll.
23 Contes et romans de ItRgy pte chr~taenne (Paris.,1888). 1. x f. and 109-43.

"3Budge does not Indicate his Coptic source for the story, though from his p. 12 It Is
clearly not In t1e British M.%useum. Information as to Its whereabouts would be appreciated.
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ilib2 4 tells us that the church in this

monastery was founded by Aura (Air) in the episcopate of Abba
Isaac, whose time he does not specify, though an unsupported note by
Evetts (the translator) puts the founding "early in the fourth century." Our study so far does, indeed, point to this early date for the
events; and the date of authorship must fall between the fourth and
the seventh century or at the latest in the eighth, since it was during
that period that Coptic Christian tales and romances took form. 25
Leaving the questions of date and authorship aside for the moment,
let us look into the story itself. Stripped of much of the magic of
Abrshit and the miracles of Gabriel, who appears throughout as the
guardian and guide of Afir, the story runs thus: Abrashit, a muchfavored magician in an eastern pagan court, fell in love with the king's
daughter, who bore him an illegitimate son whom she named Afr
("that is to say, 'he who has been conceived secretly and furtively,'
or in other words 'the disgrace of his parents' "). For eight years the
queen kept the secret of Afir's birth from the king, but on being questioned then as to the boy's identity she told him the truth. The king
was so furious that Abrrshit thought it best to take his two older
sons and the boy Afir and flee the court to a place of safety. He
started out for Jerusalem, but was led (by Gabriel) to change his
course for the Fayyfimn in Egypt, where the family settled in the
mountain of Nallfln and grew prosperous practicing the arts of magic.
The father died some five months after their arrival, and some time
after that the three sons were converted to (Christianity (through the
miraculous appearances of Mary, Gabriel, and Michael) and began
the building of a church in honor of Gabriel (who, together with Mary,
chose the site and planned the church). In the meantime the oriental
king had been succeeded by his son, who yielded to his mother's
request for the return of her grandson Afir. Afir was received with
great joy at the court, but he was restless now and anxious to get
back to his monastery in the Fayyfim. Loaded with gifts and riches,
he returned to his mountain. The small church of sun-dried brick
was now replaced with a larger and more pretentious one of baked
bricks, and this new church was consecrated amid a great gathering of
2 The Churches and Monasteries of Egypt ....
(Oxford, 1895), pp. 205 f.
2 Cf. Amtlineau, Contes. I, xliv f.

,

trans ....

by B. T. A.

Evetts
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the people of the Fayyfim by the bishop of that district, Abba Isaac,
at the same time that he ordained Ar as priest. On the death of this
bishop the people of the Fayyu-m requested the Patriarch (unnamed)
at Alexandria to make Air their bishop. He granted the request; but
Afir himiself seems to have returned to stay at the mountain of
Nakliitn, building "habitations for large numbers of monks, and cells
for the brethren, and houses for the use of the people who flocked
thither on pilgrimage." As his (leath drew near, Afir called to him the
anchorite John, one of the monks. and committed his story to him;
andl it is this John, speaking in the first person, who reports this last
evenit and informs us that hie is recording the story of Alar for the use
ati1( beliefit of the mionks ajiil the brethren.
"Fhie name of our chief character. Afir. deserves some attention. It
is buit natural to regardl it, on first thbought, as a vtriat ion of Or or
Ilor and so to connect it with the 1'gyptian god-name Horns. Bt
nionast ic literature presents us with no Abba Or orI-or in the 1'ayyfoi
of the early cenituries, though several are found in other parts of
Egypt. Among these is Abba Ior of Nitria', Who was visited by
Melania and who is said to have diel before 390. Little else is knon
about him except that his main virtue was humility. A second Ilor27
this timie of the Thebaid, has b)een frequently confused with the first,
though le was still alive in 39-1, when a party of seven touring monks
visited him at Ljycopolis. This Ilor is reported to have moved about,
fouinding several moniasteries in the Thebaid. Knowing as little as we
do about both of these, it is hardly possible to attempt an iden-tification of either of themn with Afir.
hrorn the story as it standls it is clear that, Afir was not an Egyptian
but a stranger fromi sonie eastern land. Again, it is but natural to connect the name with the Semitic name 1Ifir "'Ireadily found not only
30
and
in b)oth North andl Soulth Arabic 29 but also in the Hebrew
"6 Vie Iausiae History of Przlod~us, ed. Cuthbert Butler (Cambridge, 1898- 1904), 1.
39 f., 17-7, n. 2: 11, 29, 190. n. 17; Evelyn-WVhite, Part i1, pp. 52-54.
2Sozomnenus In PG. LXAV1l. 13170 f.; Lausiac History of Palladills. 1, 39 f.
?3Cf. Wi. F. Albright, "The Canaanite God tjaur~n iiIor~n)," AJSL, Oct. 19306, pp.
1-12.
Handbuch, hrsg. von Wtistenfeld (Gittingen,
vi Ibn 1)oreld,Geeoys-yrlyics
1854). p. 228; G. Ryckmans. "Inscriptions sud-arabes,' Museon, XLVIII (1935). 169.
30 (esetltS'
Jbbrgliics und arnaische.q Hlandu'erterbuch (17. Aufl.:. Leipzig, 1921),
under-''or.' As Afir. it might he connected wiith Ur of the Chaldeans and w~ith the proper
names U'ri, l'riel. and Uriah; or again it might lbeconnected with 6r, found also as :,lrah,
the latter mneaning "light" in Ps. 139: 12 and **happiness" in Esther 8.-10.
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Ethiopic.31 Again, we may take the name just as it stands in the
Arabic version and, by accepting the interpretation given it in the
story, limit Afir's origin to the courts where North Arabic was the
common language. It is true that we do not find it as a personal name
elsewhere, but this can perhaps be explained by its meaning, for few
could be expected to name an illegitimate child "the shame of his
parents." If we are to accept the name as Afir, then Abrrihit may, indeed, be either a corruiption of cAbd al-Rashid, as suggested by b)th
Budge and (ruin, or perhaps even a corruption of AITu al-lashid.
However, there is the possibility, as Professor Sprengling suggest s,'
that the namie may be of Iranian origin, derived from the Persian
3
Loraizd, found also in the forms Oramiazd, Ortnezd, anl Armizd* 1
The namie, traveling westward, is to be found as Ormimd inlthe
Armenian, Ilorinizd or Bormazdl in the Syriac, Hurinuz in the Arabic,
and Horinisdas or Horniesdes in the Gireek. 34 The ne is the earlier
IPersian Ahura Mazda, always compotunded in the later literatureinto
one word, but frequently written in the earlier literature as two words,
either in succession or separated by other words or phrases in the
sentence.." Since Ahlra, outside of its connection with the gol-namne,
means "lord'' or 'Prince," it would indeed be a suitable name for the
son of a Persiamn princess; anl the fat hv's name, Abriishit , ight then
well be a corruption of the Iersian Afrasiab, whilethe Arabic interlretation given for the name can be readily accounted for by some Arab's
overzealous love for etyniologry.
It is clear, then, that regardless of the fornm of the naine, be it
the chief character of the
or I1~r 0
Afir ()5 ), Il~r
story hailed fromn the V4"ast, and any one of the eastern courts of the
fourth century could have been the place of his origin. ('ourt nmagicians were the rule; and neither the story of the birth of an) illegitimate
child at court nor that of the subsequent flight to a safe distance is
31 Ernst 7Trtimpp. Der Ka:mpf Aidamu.. Arhiopis4chr Text (Ba'erlsihj'Akadecmle der
W issenschaften, philosophisch-phliologische Miasse, "Ahhandlungen," Vol. XV, No. 3),
321 am indebted to Professor Sprengling not only for the suggestion but for the referenv"s which follow.
;; Heinrich F. J. Junker, The FrahauQ i Pablarik tl-eidellberg, 1912). p. 90; cf. Ferdlinandl Justi, Iran sches Aamnbih (Marhurg, 1895), pp. 7, 130, 132.
34Heinrich Hflhschrnann, Armceiische Urammafik (Leipzig, 1897). 1. 62, No. 139.
asChristian Barthoiomae, Atiranisches Worterbuch (Strassburg, 1904), pp. 294 f.
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an uncommon motif. In the Egypt of the third and fourth centuries
conversions to C(hristianity and to monasticism took place on a large
scale, and it is not at all strange that Afr and his brothers should
fall under that spell, or even that he should build a church and found
a monastery that grows considerably during his own lifetime. Thus
the essential facts of the story find a genuine setting in the known
conditions of the early fourth century of our era.
No original list of the bishops of the Fayyfii has come to light so
far. A list with many gaps is to be found in Baudrillart's Dictionnaire
d'histoire et de glographie ecclesiastiques (IV, 761 f.), in which the Afir
of our story is placed in a gap covering the period from the last quarter
of the fifth to the first half of the seventh century; but no reason at
all is given for this position. The same list shows other gaps, among
them one in the early and one in the late fourth century. Considering
the evidence in favor of the presence and growth of monasticism and
nmonasteries in the Fayyfim in the fourth century, it is my belief that
the Afir of our story belongs to one or the other of these two periods,
though to which one it is extremely difficult to tell from the list alone,
since we have no terminal dates given for any of the bishops listed,
but only the dates of some outstanding contemnporary person or of
some well-known event. The problem is further complicated in that
we must find a place not only for Afr but also for his predecessor in
the bishopric, namely Abba Isaac. As the list stands, it begins with
Nepos" in the first half of the third century, followed by Apollonius,
who held the see some time between 265 and 281. There is no way of
telling whether his period of office ended within or extended beyond
these dates. The next to be listed is Maximianus, one of the four
famous Egyptian bishops who visited Constantine in Constantinople37
shortly after the famous Edict of Nicaea of 325. His term ended some
time between that event and 327, when we find his successor, Melas,
in the bishop's see. Though not impossible, it is hardly likely that
Maximianus was the only bishop in the period of about forty-six
years between 281 and 327. Could we not place both Abba Isaac
36 For the sources used in compiling the list see Baudrillart. loc. cit.. in which, however.
tho volume reference for the source for Apollonius should be corrected from Nov., 1890,
to Nov.. 1900. See also Individual bishops in the same source and in the Dictionary of
Christian Biography. ed. Sir Win. Smith and Henry Wace.
31Sup. Alex., II, 184; PO, XVII, 590; Budge, IV. 1028 (Maximus).
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and Afir between Apollonius and Maximianus? This would place Afir
early in the fourth century, perhaps in the first decade-the period
in which Antony, as we have already seen, was traveling in the
Fayyfim, strengthening the brothers in their several monastic houses.
Following Melas there are three bishops in succession: Calosiris I,
who died before 341; Silvanus, mentioned in 341; and Andrew, mentioned in 347 and 362, though it is impossible to tell whether one or
two Andrews are involved in the long period. Again, it is impossible
to tell how far beyond 362 the period really extended, for it is here
that the second gap occurs, stretching from 362 to about 444, when
Calosiris II was already in office. This gap is larger than the first
and therefore gives us more time for the episcopates of both Isaac and
Afir, with the possibility of throwing that of the latter into the early

fifth century. But apart from this advantage of more leeway of timewhich, however, may be cut shorter with further research leading to
a more complete list of bishops-everything so far would make the
earlier period preferable. The spread of monasticism in the Fayyaim
it self; its geographic location where it was bound to be influenced by
the progress of Antonian monasticism east of the Nile and the Nitrian
organization to the north; the location of the mountain of Nal lfln
itself, just a short two hours' journey from the city of Fayyfim (the
earliest practice of monks and hermits was to keep close to the cities
or villages) ; and the indirect testimony of both Abfi iilib and Malsrizi,

who list the monastery of Nallfin first in their accounts of the Fayytim
monasteries-all these point to the earlier date.
This brings us back again to the author of the story and his time.
We have already pointed out that the story itself mentioned a certain
monk named John as the author; since he was contemporary with
Ar, the story, if we are correct so far, must have been written in the
fourth century. But is the story, as we have it now, in the form in
which John left it, or has it been retouched by a later hand? Am&lineau states, though without citing the documents, that Coptic manu3 8
scripts ascribe the authorship to an Isaac, bishop of the Fayyfim.
At any rate, this could hardly be the Bishop Isaac of the story itself,
since he died before Afir, who then succeeded him. The bishops' list
38Contes,

I, xxxiii.
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already referred to has no bishop named Isaac, though one may have
come in the gap from 484 to 645 or in that from about 768 to 1078.
The author of the Life of the more famous Samuel of Kalanfln was a
certain Abba Isaac,3 9 abbot of that same monastery toward the end
of the eighth and the beginning of the ninth century; but he does not
seemn ever to have beetn a bishop. All that we can say definitely is that
the story, as we have it now, was written before the days of Abf1
If we are to accept the fourth century origin (early or late) of the
molastery of Naljdfln, we must assign to it some of the famed growth
of monasticism int the Fayyitnm in the (lays of Serapion, the abbot of

all the mionasteries in the region of Arsinoe (1ayyi)
and director
of ten Ihotsand mionks, whose needs he supplied with great care and
whose inldustry helped himi practically to banish pauperism in the
district and to send gifts to the needy in Alexandria." Petronius, who
visited him in 394 (or between 385"and 394), bears personal testimony
to thes' facts.4 '
h'lie story of Afir it self contains a 'prophecy"'

which throws some

lighlt on the early history of the monastery of Naklfn. We quote from
Budge's traslation (Egyplian Tals
1p. 26); Gabriel is speaking!
Peace he to thee, 0) Aur, friend of God! I testify that I am lpleasedlwith
thly noble work.
... But 1 say unto thee, this place is at(lesert, and those
who conic hithier will wishi for what is necessary to satisfyN their needs. Send
nione away, neither rich nor poor..Many miarvellous things shall be
performned in this chutrchi, and] its famie shall he noised abroad in all the
countries of the earthi..This miountain shall prosper, and shall become
as crowded as a dovecot by reason of the immnense miultitudes of people who
sh'all comec to visit it froin all couintries of the earth; and their prayers shall
mnount upl to God.

flow much of this came to pass in the late fourth century it is difficult
to tell, for the subsequent history of the monastery through several
cent uiries fulfils in a general way such a prophecy.
9"51n
'A.
le.,1, 153 IT.: 10. Ill. 44:3. Budge (111. 782) merely mentions "Isaac the
abbot'; cf. Paul van Caiwcnlbergh. Et tde s ur Irs moipies dEqy pie (Paris, 1914). pp. 46 f.
40 Hieronyms. The
Histories of the Mns chap. xxix. in The Paradise of the Holy
Father. ed. Budge (London. 1907. 1. 380.
41Cf. Diet. of Chris-tiata Biography, IV. 613,.
Sera pion," No. 10.
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ven allowing for exaggeration of numbers, there is ample evidence
that large monastic communities actually existed throughout Egypt.
Butler, in writing of this and the following centuries, says:
The number of monks and monasteries in Upper Egypt [he uses the term
to cover all EgyJpt except the Delta] from the fourth century onwards, seems
to have beeni prodigious. Itufinus relates that in the region about Arsino6 he
found ten thousand mnonks: at Oxyrynehus the bishop estimated his monks
at ten thousand, andl his nuns at twenty thousand, while the city itself contained no less than twelve churches. Pagan temples and huildings had been
turned to nionastic uses: the hierinitages outnumbered the dwelling houses:
in fact the land 'so swarmed with imonks, that their chaunts and hymns by
day and by night made the whole country one church of God. ....
But,
with all due allowance for oriental weakness in arithmetic, it is certain that
every town of importance along the valley of the Nile had its churches and
friars, while lmIny parts both of thie country and the desert were occupied by
vast monastic settlements.42

The fifth century yields but one reference to the Fayyln muonasterics, but it is a significant, one. In about 444 the Patriarch Cyril
(412-44) sent to ('alosiris II,11 bishop of the Fayyum, a letter to be
real in all the monasteries of his liocese, especially in one that stoo
on a very tesolate mountain called Walainin, against anthropo-

inorphismi and against confounding idleness wi
bishop, in E5phesus in 449, (declared that lie had always naintainel
communion with Eutyches. The Fayyihn, then, as it was natural to
expect, from the days of Nepos on took part in and was influenced

by the religious controversies of the day.414 This fact was reflected in
the monasteries, where in the Fayyulm as in the Nitrian and other
groups monks of "heretical" tendencies were to be found with the
"'orthodox." For us the main significance of ('.yril's Epistle 83 lies
in its reference to a monastery at IKalamifin. We have already seen
how this mountain was visited by Panine and Panaw about A.D. 300,
but hitherto the existence of a monastery of IKalamfin has always been
linked with the times of Samnuel of IKalamifin. Now we know definitely
that, though Samuel founded a monastery there, it was not the first
monastery at IKalamfin. We find it clearly stated in his biography
4?Alfred
43

J. Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches (Oxford, 1884), 1, 341 f.

Dict, of Christian Biography, 1, 393; PG, LXXVI, 1066 if.

4For the presence of the heresy of ifierax and that of Origen among monks of the
Fayyuim see Evelyn-White, Part 11, pp. 117, 127.
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that when he first went to K.alamfi he occupied a small deserted
church, whence he was taken captive, and that when he returned it
was to this church that he came and to the cells surrounding it."
How soon after 444 this first monastery of Ialamin was abandoned
we cannot at present tell. Perhaps it suffered from the barbarian invasions of that same year, when the third sack of Scetis took place,4
and perhaps its misfortunes came about 570, when the fourth sack of
Scetis occurred. 4 7 Samuel's Life, however, tells us that when he first
went to 1alaniIn it had been abandoned for a "long time," the church
being then invaded by sand.4 8 From 444 on we have no mention of
either Naklrn or K.alanfiin until the coming of Samuel and the linking
together of these two ancient monasteries. Among the various factors
which must have contributed to this long silence the barbarian invasions must be reckoned. The Mazican invasions 49 from the Libyan
I)esert had already not only penetrated the Nitrian settlements, which
were sacked no less than thrice in the first half of the fifth century
(407, 434, 444), but had likewise worked their way into the valley
of the Nile, and in all probability also into the Fayyfin, as they certainly did when Samuel of Kialanin was carried into a three years'
captivity in about 635. Religious controversies and persecutions,
foreign invasions, and beginning economic decline, which characterize
the history of the whole of Egypt of the Byzantine period, doubtless
played their part in the Fayyfiin.
( 1auwenbergh's study, 50 which limits itself to this period (451-640),
details these conditions. In combining the Scetis and the Fayyfim
groups"' he brings out their close connection in general. So far as the
4' ('atwenhergh. pp. 109 f., 114 f. The Ethio pic Syniararitim (Budge, 11, 341) cnfuses
Samuel's stay at Nal~ifin with his stay at Klaamfin, but straightens out the story of his
being carried away from the church In the desert of 1Kalamfln. to which he returned from
his captivity. Syn. Alrxr. (1. 142) and PO (111, 406-8) do not mention Naj~idn, but only
1Kalamfin-aii excusable since their accounts are brief and since iKaiamiin and Nal~ffin
are not really far from each other. Again, the Arabic sources give IKalamiin as the monastery from which Samuel was chased by Cyrus; Coptic sources give it as Naltdin; Ethiopic
sources mix the two. Am~lineau also at first confused the two by identifying them with
each other; cf. Journal asiatique, Nov.-Dec., 1888, p. 398.
46Evelyn-White, Part 11, p. 164.
47 Ibid., pp. 249 f.
44Cauwenbergh, p. 109.
4' Evelyn-White, Part 11, pp. 151-53.
90Etude sur les moines d'Rgypte.
51Ibid., pp. 81 ff.
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Fayyiini proper is concerned, he leaves untouched the earlier part of
the period, beginning only with the time of Samuel. He thus overlooks the mention of the first monastery of Ialaiin and the general
condition of the monasteries in the episcopate of (alosiris 11, which
extended beyond 449. He overlooks, also, the further testimony to
the general monastic trends in the early sixth century afforded by two
("reek papyri froin the F'ayyfimn dated 512 and 5 13 In each docunIent a certain Eulogius, formerly a Meletian monk but now turned
orthodox (mionophysite), is selling a monastery to other Meletians.
The Meletians had been prominent enough in the Fayyfmmn to have one
of their members a bishop of that province in 327.11 These documents
show that the sect still held its own in the province and in the country
as a whole. IDenying that they were heretics and remaining dissidents,
some of themn were to be found in monasteries andsome in the deserts
until the patriarchate of Michael I (744-68). The monasteries which
Eulogius was selling were located in Mounit Lalla in the district of
Arsinct5 (i.e., around the city of F'ayylnm) in the province of Arcadia
(Fayyfmmi). Mount Labla itself was situated on the outskirts of the
city of Vayyflll. The boundaries of the first monastery sold are given
as follows: to the south, the mountain and the monastery of the
priest Andrew; to the north, the monastery of the priest Naharaos;
to the east, the mountain; and to the west, the public road passing
by the monastery of Peter the Ieacon. The boundaries of the second
monastery were as follows: to the south, an abandoned mnonastery;
to the north, the monastery of the priest Naharaos; to the east, the
mountain (as well as the passage to and from the same monastery);
to the west, the public road passing by the monastery of Peter the
IDeacon. We have here three named monasteries, those of Andrew,
Naharaos, and Peter, and three unnamed ones, the abandoned one
and the two being sold. A seventh monastery in this group is one
specified as the monastery of Labla, whose monks are buying the
property from Eulogius. An eighth monastery, that of orthodox
Macrouphyon, for which Eulogius left the Meletian Labla, is also
described as on the outskirts of the city of Fayyifim. But, since we
II11(1890), 131-44; H. 1. Bell, Jews and Christians in Egjypt
62 Revue des teludes gerqe
(London, 1924), p. 42.
33Baudrilart. Dict.. IV, 761; PG, XXV, 375.
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have no way of telling in which directions Labla and Macrouphyon
lay, we have no way of telling their locations relative to each other.
How large were these monasteries, and how were the seven situated
in Mount Labla related to one another? Was the monastery of
Labla itself the leading one (its purchase of the other two may be
indicative of prosperous growth), and had it any organic relationship
with the three others named? Did it eventually purchase the abandoned monastery too? These are questions that we cannot now
answer definitely but that are likely to repay looking into. It is hardly
possible that seven monasteries of any pretentious size would locate
on a single mountain so close to the city. The size of the two monasteries sold is perhaps indicative of that of the others. The first of
these is described as a property consisting of the entire monastery
with all its cells, together with all the extent of land situated in front
of these cells; the second is specified only as the entire monastery with
all its cells. This suggests the early laura type, that is, unwalled
monasteries consisting only of groups or rows of cells for hermit monks.

Such, then, was the general monastic situation in the Fayyim
from the fourth to the sixth century. (ur sources show that, from
about the middle of the seventh century on, the influence and the fame
of the monastery of I~alamfin begin first to approach and then to
surpass that of Naklian. It is therefore our purpose to sketch here the
history of l.alamfin, which at this point is linked with the life of its
most famous abbot-the most famous in the whole Fayyfim-Samuel
of lKalamnfin. ('auwenbergh has given us a full account of his monastic
career,"4 and we need touch here only the high points. Born between
598 and 603, Samuel lived to the good age of ninety-eight years. He
was eighteen when he joined the monastic settlement of Abba Macarius at Scetis, where he remained for sixteen years, leaving it under
the violent pressure of the persecution by Cyrus in the decade 631-41,
specifically for his opposition to the Chalcedonian doctrines and his
refusal to subscribe to the Tome of Leo. He turned his face to the
south, accompanied by four disciples, to the monastery of Naklin
in the Fayyfim, where he stayed for three and one-half years, ap"

Op. cit., pp. 46-50 and 88-122. Cf. Syn. Alex.,

I, 141-43; P0. III. 405-8; Evelyn-

White, Part II. pp. 252-55. See also Atnmlineau in Journal asiatique, Nov.-Dec., 1888,
pp. 261-410, and in Mission arch&ologique franCaise au Caire, Mimoires, IV (1888), 51620. 770-89.
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parently exerting his influence on its inmates, for on the approach of
Cyrus to Naklan he persuaded the two hundred lay members and
the one hundred twenty monks to flee (to the mountains) and hide.
Cyrus' wrath on reaching the deserted monastery knew no bounds.
Returning to the Fayyfiin he ordered Samuel brought before him,
submitted him to severe questioning, and was about to have him
publicly flogged when the civic authorities saved him. He was, however, driven out of his mnonastery (Nal lfln),going to that of Takinash,6
where he stayed but six months. He was carried into a three years'
captivity by the barbarian Mazices, who invaded the valley of
K(alamlfin whither he had gone to live in a small abandoned (in 444?)
church with cells attached. Set at liberty in return for the (miraculous) healing of his captor's wife, he returned to his valley, sumnoned
his four disciples, and set about the establishment of his monastery.
Some two years later the group consisted of forty-one monks, fourteen
of whom had come from the neighboring monastery of Naklfin and
five more from the monastery of Takinash, while seventeen were new
recruits. The new community won the favor of the people, who contributed freely toward its support. (leorge, bishop of Kais, visited
Samuel, who healed him of a grievous disease, in return for which
IKais sent rich gifts of provisions and some livestock for the use of the
monastery. Presently there were sufficient funds to build a new
church, which was consecrated by Joseph, bishop of the Fayyflm.
Fifty-seven years of Samuel's life were spent here, the fame of his
monastery growing the while as his disciples increased to one hundred
twenty monks at his death. One of these, Stephen, was elected bishop
of Pemdje (ancient Oxyrhynchus, modern Bahnasa),1 in or near which
city the monastery of Takinash was situated. Samuel's powers of
spiritual and administrative leadership earned for him a place among
monastic stars of the first magnitude (Basil, Gregory, Severus,
Antony, Macarius, Pachomius, and Shenfite), 57 his reputation helping
to keep alive the fame of his monastery so that it rivaled and sur$6Cauwenbergh, p. 105, n. 3. W. E

Crum (Coptic

Manuscripts Brought from the

Fayyum [London, 1893], No. XLV [see note, p. 671) places it in or near the Fayyfim;
Am~lineau (Giog., p. 121) places it in the province of Bahnasa.
" Cauwenbergh, p. 117.
7 Ibid., p. 121.
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passed that of the earlier monastery of Nalhin. Through the centuries that followed, at first both, then now one, now the other, of
these two ancient monasteries of the Fayyfim come in for their share
of attention at the hands of writers and travelers.
The mountain of IKalamiin 58 has been located in the southwest of
the Fayyihn province; it is identified by1\aliz! with the mountain
of al-Glharak.i 5 The identification fits in very well with information
supplied by Abfi SMil, who inentions that the mountain of Jalarnin
lay opposite that of lRayydn. Further information, due mainly to
Western travelers in the Fayyrim within the last century, has led to
the identification of the IKalanifin region with the present WdI
Mawalilj(?) or "Salt Valley,"60 south of the better-known Watl
IRayydn. The monastery itself is located in the northern part of this
wadi, sonie thirty-four kilometers southwest of Taut, according to
Schweinfurth, 6 1 whose miap is the only one that I know of that actually
locates both Kalanif andl Nallin (marked as "Dr Abu-schaschab"
instead of 'Iair al-Khashab"; see below). From the map Ialamfin
is seen to be about fifty kilomieters southwest of Naklfin. rThis latter
was situatedl near Tdrif al-F'ayyflrn at the western foot of 6abal
Sidinant, some two hours' travel by horse from the city of Iayyum.
The first mention we have of IKalanifin after the time of Samuel
seemts to be that of the sacking of the monastery and the church at
the hands of the Arabs. When this took place it is difficult to tell.
The only account I know of it is to be found in the fouirth miracle
of St. Ptolemy, the writ ing of which is assigned to the eighth century

at the latest by NauY.2 The text of this miracle gives but two hints
68 There seeri to he several iKalanfirrs, and s,.mie ofths have been sometimes conftised. Blesides Samnuel's nionastery of Kalamifin there was another In Palestine near the
Jordan andl a third llfteen imiles south of Alexandria. The namne was applied by early Christian writers to sites In Sinai and near Salonika also. and It still designates a vllage in tire
oasis of al-lilah.
Tire namne Is Greek in origin, meaning "reed bed." the reeds being
fromt whielh word wie
pstpyrus. fromt which were made reed pens, the familiar xAiXamof.
have Arabie -air in. see Cauwenbe,,rgh, pp. 110 f., and 11. E. Winlock. Ed Dajkhleh 0as
(.New York, 1936). pp. 37-39 and P1. L.
sSee E. Quatremi~re, Obserrations stir quelqroes pointsd
tia
U.oraphie t~ie 'Egypte
(Paris, 1812). pp. 27 f.. who assumnes the mountain to be west of the lake of al-Ghiara4-.

60If. Munier atel., "Notes stir le Ouady 'Moizellab," irnSoei(4ti Royale de G~lographie
dF~gypte, Bulletin. XVIII (i932), 47 If.
19"Reise Irn das,. Depressionsgebiet Int Urnkrelse des Faj5MnI i Januar 1886," in Geiellschaft fflr Erdkunde, Zeittchrift, XXI (1886). 96-149. esp. pp. 105-15. and map.
61PO). V, 699, with French trans. by Leroy on pp. 7S4-86.
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of the time element, the first in the introductory sentence, which
reads:
At the time when the Muslims conquered these territories and plundered
many towns in the Fayyfim they departed and took with them captives from
many settlements. Now while they were so doing they went astray. Some
from among them sought the way and kept wandering in a daze till they came
to the mountain of I.alanmin. There they took captive a large number of
people from that holy church and turned out many of the brothers that were
in the monastery. Then they went to Dair al-)hakhil .
The invaders were headed south. When they reached the church
of Ptolemy at Ashnin, Ptolemy, so the story goes, appeared in person
and drove them away. They were so overawed that they urged one
another to return all the captives and plunder they had taken on their
expedition. When this had been done, the people came and took their
liberated children, but presented all the plundered goods to the church
of St. Ptolemy. Then Epiphanius, bishop of Tab., returned to the
church of the monastery of KEalamfin all the silver and gold vessels
that had been taken from it. This Epiphanius, bishop of Ta~t, I am
unable to locate. If these events really belong to the period of the
Muslim conquest, they must be connected with the invasion of the
Fayyfim in 640 by cAmr ibn al-cA.Ai.
' 6 But this would place us in
Samuel's own time and too close to the foundation of his new church.
Then, too, we are told that, in accordance with a promise of the
Virgin Mary given to Samuel on his return from captivity, the monastery was not molested again (in his lifetime?)." Again, the incident
may refer to the time of the advance of Marwin II into the Fayyfim
in 750; but we have no definite information. At any rate, it is sure
that Marwdn himself did not penetrate so far southwest in the
Fayyfim, though a company of his defeated and fleeing soldiers may
have wandered that far. The second century of Islam (eighth century
after Christ) saw many religious disturbances resulting in open rebellion, as in A.H. 107/A.D. 725, 121/739, 132/750, 135/752, 150/767,
156/773 ;65 and the event reported may have occurred at any of these

dates, preferably the first if one is to put faith in the statement that
the sack was early in the times of the Arabs. To connect it with the
83

Butler, The Arab Conqugst of Egypt, pp. 218-25.

64 C(auwenbergh. p. 114.
66Cf. Encyclopaedia of Islam, 11. 0 04.
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first Arab sack of Scetis (fifth sack in the history of the monasteries),
which took place about A.D. 817,66 is to ignore this statement that the
1(alamftn invasion took place in the time of the Arab conquest. On
the other hand, the story of Abba Isaac of Jalamfin and of his famous
(discipleMisiPIl6 7 certainly gives evidence of an invasion which must
have occurred in the late eighth or early ninth century. It tells of a
large number of soldiers led by the governor coming to the nionasteries, where much graiin was stored. Their object seems to have
been to cofiscate these supplies. 'Ihey were prevented fromdoing
this through the intervention of the saintly MIisii and the niraculous appearance of wandering ascetics who drove away the invaders.
Is it not likely that Abba Isaac built the church in honor of Samuel
after this (or a similar) invasion ini his day? The story of M!.adll tells
us further that his large inheritance wvas handed over by Athanasins,
bishop of Misiil's homie province (niot named, but not the Fayyfn),
From
to Abba Isaac, who built with it a church in honor ofM
the story it is not clear where this church was built-whether it was
at Kalanuin or in Misail's home town.
There sees to be a gap in the sources, so far as Ialanfin is coticerned, from the time of Abba Isaac to that of AhIlili, that is, from
The lost book of the monasteries
the ninth to the eleventh century."
by al-Shbidbuhti (d. 388 or 390/998 or 1000) must have contained
some valuable iniformiation, part of which is probably reflected in the
accounts of Abri iililh and Malkrizi. Abft i -itl.h gives the fullest account of the monastery as it, Was in A.D. 1178. The account is too well
known to be quoted here in full. Briefly, hie tells us of a walled mionastery inclosing flourishing gardens, having twelve churches (sonic of
then, chapels?), four large towers (or keeps), and a high lookout
whence approaching visitors (friendly or hostile) could be seen and
so prepared for; that the monastery possessed land ini several districts
of Upper Egypt and sixteen feddans at Shubrii (which Sjhubrd?), salt
marshes from which it received nearly 31,000 ardebs of salt, and a
so velyn-Whlte,

Part It. pp. 297 f.
67Syn. Alex.. 1, 153-.56; PO,111, 4413-48.

64The monastery of I~alamin Is mentioned in a marriage contract

Of &.ii. 445

A..

10561; cf. A. Orohmiann. "Arahische Papy ri aus den Staatlichen MNuseen zu Berlin," in
Der Islam. XXII (1934/35), 68.
61Pp. 206-8 and references there cited
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quantity of dates.70 The monastery then had one hundred and thirty
monks.7 Yakiit (575-626/1179-1229) merely mentions the monastery, stating that it was famous and well known. 2 cUthmnin ibn
al-Nablusi (about 643/1245) merely lists it among the thirteen
Fayyiim monasteries mentioned by him." Our next significant mention is the account of al-Malkrizi7 4 (d. 1442), from which it is clear
that the monastery was in his day already on the decline, as, indeed, was
to be expected. According to al-Malkrizi it was still walled and possessed
its gardens, but had only two instead of four towers; and nothing is
said of its twelve churches or its high lookout. Two wells, one within
and one without the walls, are mentioned. The monastery still
profited from the salt marshes it owned, but neither its revenue nor
the number of monks dwelling in it is mentioned.
The next evidence we have of the fame (if not of the prosperity)
of the monastery is in the honor paid to its two leading figures, the
abbot Samuel and Abba Misdil, by including them in a painting
done on a heroic scale for the chapel of al-Suwwili (the Wanderers or
Hermits) of the monastery of Abba Macarius in Widi Habib. This
polychrome painting shows nine figures, which represent the nine
famous wanderers to whom the chapel was dedicated, the first-from
right to left-being our Samuel, and the eighth Misiil. It is the
work of an Abyssinian priest, Teklas, done in A.D. 1517, in the patriarchate of Abba John XIII (1482-1524), so that the blessing of these
wanderers "might descend, and that the monastery might be pro' 75
tected and built up by their prayers and supplications."
From that day to very nearly our own time both Eastern and
Western writers and travelers have added little to our knowledge of
this once so famous monastery. Vansleb, Pococke, the Description
de l'Egypte by Napoleon's scientists, Cailliaud, Wilkinson, and Curzon do not so much as mention it; Am6lineau, Quatrembre, Butler,
and cAll Pasha MubArak draw their information from Abfi
lih. and
70Quatremlie (Mimoires, I,474) gives 3,200 ardebs of salt and 200 ardebs of dates.
7 Quatrembre (op. cit., p. 475) places the figure at 200 monks.
72 Dictionary,

ed. Wustenfeld, II, 687.

7 The full work is not available to me. Cf. SociMt4 Royale de Gographie d'Egypte,
Bulletin, V, No. 5 (1899), pp. 253-59 and 277; also BIFAO, I. 72.

"7Khi(at, II. 505, and English trans. in Abi ~alib, ed. Butler, p. 314.
7,Evelyn-White, Part III (1933), pp. 68-71 and Pl. XIII.
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Malrizi. Most of the nineteenth century travelers that do mention
it report it as in ruins. Belzoni, who passed through the region in
1819, has this to say of it:
In this place [El Moele I found the ruins of a small ancient village, and
the remnains of a very large Christian church and convent. Some of the paintings on the wall are very finely preserved, particularly the figures of the twelve
apostles on the top of a niche, over an altar; the gold is still to be seen in
several parts, and their faces are well preserved. This place is situated at the
end of a long tract of land, which had been cultivated in former times, but
is now left for want of water."
Linant de Beilfonds indicated, in 1854, a "Wad e Moich, couvent
ruin&"" Schweinfurth, who explored the region in 1886, also reports
it as "die Klosterruine in Moleh";78 but though he locates the place
correctly, as we have already seen, he neither names it nor gives any
further information as to the state of its preservation. Beadnell, in
his description of a survey of the region in 1899,11 is the first to report
signs of a recent revival of the mionastery. Iecwrites:
Close to the north end of the valley, and about 33 kilometres from El
Oayat, lie the ruins known as Der el (alamhn bil Muda. At the time of our
visit a new square stone building was in course of erection and five or six persons were inhabiting the lplace. There are several small palms scattered about
to the south of the monastery and an excellent running spring of clear water
five hundred paces to the south-west. A new well is being sunk within the
premises.
Sinolenski, who paid the monastery a one day's visit in 1908,80 reports the new building to be a simple and unadorned one. Within an

inclosure the ruins of the older structures, especially of the ancient,
church with its limestone and marble columns and immense and
beautiful capitals, are still to be seen; the ruined walls still show traces
of old paintings, now hardly recognizable. During building operations
the monks had found several Coptic inscriptions, unfortunately nearly
illegible, and used theni in constructing the inclosing wall; also some
fragnients of art, including two interesting reliefs of a lion, were
76

.arratire of/the Operations and Recent Dizzcoreries....

in Egjypt and Nubia

(London.

1820), p. 4:33.
77Niunler, op. cit.. p. 50.
18op. cit., p. 108.
70 The Topogiraphy and Geology of the Fayjum Prorince of Egypt (Cairo, 1905). pp. 20 f'.
s"Le couvent copte do Saint-Samuel & (3alamoun," in Service des antiquit~s de
FEgypte. Annales, IX (1908), 204-7.
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found. Smolenski suspects that the monks did not show him their
treasures, though by chance he did get to see some fragments of
Coptic manuscripts. The abbot of the monastery, Ibrahim, told him
he had sent all the ancient books to a certain Shaikh Muhammad at
Ghayddah, near Gamhid. Smolenski adds (cautiously, because the
information is based only on the authority of his servant) that the
monastery contains the relics of Samuel.
In the information supplied a few years later to Somers Clarke8s
concerning the monasteries of Egypt, Ialamfn is listed as "Dr Amba
Samouil," one of the eight monasteries left in Egypt and the only one
in the modern district of Fayyfim, the eight monasteries altogether
having from three hundred and fifty to four hundred monks. Recently
Johann Georg, Herzog zu Sachsen, attempted to visit the monastery
but on account of the unwillingness of his guides was prevented from
reaching his goal. However, he expressed the hope of making a
second attempt later.8 2 We have no information that this hope was
realized. Strothmann informs us that the present JKalamifn, now
named "Deir Samfiil," is the poorest of the monasteries, with but
four monks, and is hardly recognized officially.8 3
The latest incidental reports of the monastery come from Munier,
Hug, and Azadian, 4 who together visited the region in January, 1932,
and from Jean Cuvillier. 581 They tell of no new improvement in the
monastery itself, but the wide interest shown in the valley as a whole
promises a somewhat brighter future for this once famous establishment.
s Christian Antiquities in the Nile Valley (Oxford, 1912), p. 192.
82 Neue 8treifziage durch die Kirchen und Kl6ster Agyptens (Berlin, 1930), p. 20.
88 Die koptische Kirche in der Neuzeit (TUbingen, 1932), pp. 126 f.
84

In Socit6

Royale de G6ographte d'Egypte, Bulletin, XVIII, 47-63, esp. pp. 51, 54,

and 61, and Pis. 11-IV.
* *L'oasis de Mouellah et sa constitution g~ologique,"
and PIs. I-IV.

ibid., pp. 65-81, esp. pp. 16 f..
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The monastery of KI.alamin was a rival (perhaps a friendly one) of
the monastery of Nalin. It will be recalled that fourteen monks had
left Nallin to follow Samuel to KIalamin. But the monks in all Egypt,
especially those in the north, moved about rather freely. The loose organization of the Nitrian and the WAdi Habib communities as well as
of those of the Fayyfim centered as much, if not more, around an outstanding personality as around any given monastery or locality. And
so it would not be at all surprising if someday we should find that in the
long history of these two monasteries, which seem to share honors for
fame and antiquity, monks from IKalamon found their way to Naklfin
also. But the incident will probably center round a strong personality,
and thus far I know of none from Nakln who could match an Abba
Isaac or an Abba Mii&il of Ifalamfin.
The first documentary reference we have to the Naklfn monastery
after the time of Samuel is the Oriental Institute document which led
to this study. From it we have already seen that the monastery was
the recipient of a fair-sized property located at Buljusfik and deeded
to it as a gift by Tfisnah, daughter of Bisanti, in the year A.H. 336/
A.D. 947. But this property is deeded jointly to two monasteries, that
of Nallfln and that of Shalld. This raises the question of the relationship of these two monasteries. Was the monastery at Shalld administered from the Nalfin monastery, or was the revenue of the
donated property simply to be divided between the two? That the
monastery at Shalld was a smaller monastery may be inferred from
its decline and complete disappearance within the next three centuries.
It was located not far from Naklfin, probably to the south and west
and perhaps across the Babr al-Gharak, since it lay in the valley of
the Bahr al-Tanabtawaih and within view of the very mountain on
which stood the monastery of Naklan (see map). It was already
abandoned in the time of cUthman ibn al-Niblusi.87
" Makrizi. I1, 505. or Abdi
'

BIFAO, I, 31.

ii

p. 313.
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A second documentary reference to this monastery is found in a
Coptic letter 88 written by a certain deacon, Macrobius, to another
deacon, Macarius, who seems to have been left alone at Nalfmn.
Macrobius sends him a donkey and begs him to come north and stay
until they will have finished building; he is to bring with him some
provisions and his kabos in which to sleep. The manuscript is on
paper, undated, but since it contains the word amir, the letter probably belongs to the Arab period. Again, since the place is deserted
except for Macrobius, and since (re?)building is anticipated if not in
progress, the time may be the post-I;Akim period of restoration, that
is, the first part of the eleventh century (see below). The Bohairic
tendencies of the text and the references to the north may also mean
that Macrobius was writing from Nitria.
When Abi SAlil~'s account of the monastery of Nallfin is compared
with his account of the monastery of I(alamfin, 89 it is easy to see that
the Nallfin monastery, though of ancient fame and of proud tradition
linking it with Joseph and Jacob, is but a poor second, in tangible
assets, to the monastery of l alamfin; for it has but two churches
and one tower against the twelve churches and four towers of the
monastery of Kalamfin. The two churches are those of Michael and
Gabriel, the first within the wall, the second without, though having
a wall of its own. No mention is made of revenues, property, or number of monks. Malrizi's account 0 adds but little, though it mentions
that the monastery was also known as the monastery of Gabriel and
as the monastery of the "Beam" or "Log" (Dair al-Khashabah), and
that a festival celebration at the monastery brought to it Christians
from Madinat al-Fayyuim and other places. It was located then on a
road leading to Madinat al-Fayyfim, though the road was in general
very little used.
Another undated reference to the monastery of Nalulin is to be
found in the Ethiopic Synaxarium.91 Since the compilation of this
Synaxarium is placed between 1178 and 1425, this reference must be
s

W. E. Crum, Catalogue of the Coptic Manuscripts in the British Museum (London,

1905), p. 281, No. 590. The middle Egyptian manuscripts from the Fayytim (pp. 237314) are all undated, and from the Catalogue little but the general impression of monastic
activity and correspondence is to be gained.
"Pp. 205-8.
I , 505.
1 Budge. II, 559.
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placed in the period between Abi alilh and Malkrizl." The reference
is of further interest in that it states that the body of Abba DAkdweh
is "at the present day" in the monastery of Nallfn. Abba Akdwelh
is our Abba Kw, who, as we have seen above, was martyred in the
Diocletian persecutions and buried in his native city of Bimay, where
a church was erected to his name. When and why was the translation
of his body to Nallain accomplished? The reason can be guessed.
Abba Kiw was the famous native monk of the Fayyfim, and the
monastery of Nallfin was at that time the monastery of the Fayyiom;
it would, therefore, be only natural that the body of the one should
find its final resting place in the crypts of the other. As to when this
happened, even a guess is difficult. In all probability it took place before Samuel's day, that is, roughly in the years between 300 and 660.
It may have been the earlier part of the period, when the memory of
Abba Kw was still fresh, in which case it may have been soon after
the foundation of the Nalkfin monastery; again, it may have been
late in the period, about the time when the translation of the Fortynine Martyrs to Scetis took place, in which act the Fayyfim played
a rival part."9
The monastery of Nallfin, like that of .(alamfin, is simply listed by
(UthmAn ibn al-Ndblus among the thirteen Fayyfim monasteries.
The next important account of the monastery of Nall0n we owe to
Vansleb's observations, 94 made during a visit to it in 1672. So far as
I know, he was the first westerner to discover an Arabic manuscript
of the story of Afir, and from it he drew his material concerning the
origin of the church of the monastery. Vansleb found the monastery
almost entirely ruined, but its two churches seem to have been still
standing. Though he does not mention the church of Michael by
name, it must have been the one to which he could not gain entrance
because the monks (number not given) had their provisions stored in
it. The church of Gabriel he describes as being very beautiful, all
painted within with pictures of Bible stories, and having the nave
supported by slender columns constructed of several stone drums
each.
M bid.,

I. pp. xv-xvi.

0 Evelyn White. Pt. 11, pp. 269-71.
1 Op. cit., pp. 274-77.
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I Neither Pococke nor Napoleon's Description nor Curzon mentions
the monastery. Butler gives it only a passing mention, and cAll Pasha
Mubdrak repeats the accounts of Abi $dlii and Malsriz!. Quatrem~re
and Ame'lineau both take up the question of its geography but add
nothing to its history. Here again it is Somers Clarke's account"5 that
helps us to bring our survey up to date. The monastery is not listed
as such; but in the list of churches in the bishopric of the Fayyiim and
Gizah there is a church of the monastery of the angel Gabriel (No. 18
in the list, named "Der el MalAk Ghabrial"). The significance of the
name appears from the following explanatory note supplied to Clarke
by his informant:
The word Dr is properly applied only to a place where a monastery or a
convent exists, or has existed. A parish church is called a kanlssah, a corruption
of the Greek word ecciesia. The placeis notcalled a Der even if it counts among
its ininisters several monks. If, however, the church once belonged to a
monastic institution it retains its mionastic title. Thus )6r eJ Abiad and Ir
el Abmar have become parish churches long since, and are served by married
priests. They do not contain one monk, but are yet called Wr.16

Of the nine churches given for the Fayyfin this is the only one that
has the title "Dr." Thus, though now hut a parish church, the
church at Nalklfn, like that at I alamfin, has survived theups and
downs of the long centuries. Johann Georg is our latest informant on
its present condition. He mentions it only as "Deir-el-Melak," but
from what we have already learned from Clarke, this can be none
other than "De& el MalAk UhabriAl," that is, the church of Gabriel
in the monastery of Nal~lfin. Brief as his account is, it is very interesting, and so we give it here in full:
Die Weiterfahrt ging zuerst durch reiche Felder urid zuiletzt duireb voile
Wtlste. So erreichten wir Deir-el-Meiak . ... , an dem von aussen gar nichts
zu sehen ist. Die Kirche wirkt wie jedes andere Haus. Der Eintritt erfolgt
durch einen Eseistall, der noch jetzt als soleher benutzt wird. Und so tritt man
in cine hochinteressante Kirche, etwa aus dem VII. Jahrhundert. Vorzuiglich
sind da die Kapitelle, die noch ganz korinthisch wirken, sowohl im Schiff als
im Haikal. Sehr schbn ist cmBU-cherpult, das wohl etwa aus dem XII.
Jahrhundert stammt. Interessant ist die holzerne IDecke. Fast das Bemerkenswerteste ist emn Grabstein mnit griechiseher Inschrift, den wir aufrichten
mussten, um ihn zu photograpbieren.11
'Op. cit., p. 205.
P. 192.

'Ibid.,
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The tombstone is similar to others used by the early Christian Copts.
In general appearance it is nearest to one now in the Cairo museum. 98
In both the inscription is written in the spaces formed by the intersection of the cross. The text is almost identical with that of Crum's
No. 8698,99 which is reproduced and deciphered by Kaufmann.100 The
inscription of the Naklin tombstone has been deciphered by Professor
Sprengling, with the assistance of Mr. Procope S. Costas, and reads
as follows:
(1) f KC ANA (2) iTAYCON (3) THN 'YXR
(4) TOY AOYAOY (5) COY XPIC (6) TOA60POY £
(7) KOIMHOH MH (8) NI APMOY (9) 01 KC H IN.
The last H of line 7 seems to be corrected from an 6; the N of
line 8 is turned about thus 'V; final N of the abbreviation for indiction
is not clear and well drawn and is followed by a semiornamental abbreviation.
The text in translation reads: "Christ Lord, grant rest to the soul
of thy servant, Christodorus. He fell asleep on the 25th of the month
of Pharmuthi, 8th indiction."
The very fact that the tombstone has been preserved all these long
centuries may indicate that the Christodorus whom it commemorates
was of some importance and renown in the locality if not in the monastery itself. Could it possibly be that he dates back to the days of Diocletian and Maximianus' 1 and is therefore none other than the
Christodorus who, together with Timothy and Theophilus, was associated with the mount of It1aamfin, the three being known as the
three saints of the desert (see above)? Obviously, the question cannot be answered as yet. Nevertheless, the inscription, despite its incompleteness as to name and date, stands as one more piece of
tangible evidence of the antiquity of Na~liin.
We turn now to the general monastic situation in the Fayyiim
after the Arab conquest. The number and the prosperity of the
014 . E. (Crum,Coptic Mon umerth (catalogue g~n~rai des antiquitks Egyptiennes du
Mug'ise du Caire. IV [Cairo. 19021), Pl. V. No. 8423.
"9Ibid., Pl. LIMI
100 flandbuch der aitchristlichen Epigraphik (Freiburg, 1917). p. 77. No. 75; cf. also p. 73.
101The "Sth Indiction," being taken as the eighth year of the first indiction, i.e.,
297/98 +8 or 312 ±8. which would be 30415 or 319.
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churches and of the monasteries reflected the condition of the Coptic
church as a whole, and this, in its turn, was fundamentally influenced
by the political and economic conditions of the country. EvelynWhite 'O has shown how these factors reacted on the external history
of the monasteries of Nitria and Wddi Habib. The monasteries of the
FayyGim appear to have followed, in general, the same periodic curve
of vicissitude as those of Nitria and Wrdi Habib, without however
reaching its high peaks, and descending to the lowest levels more
gradually. While this holds true of the external history of the two
groups, it is even more evident in the spiritual and purely ecclesiastical
phases of monastic life.
We have no way of telling the sum total of churches and monasteries
in the Fayyiim in the period immediately preceding the Arab conquest and the religious settlement of (Umar through :Amr ibn al-Avi.
We do know that in the troublous time before the conquest many
monasteries (and churches?) were abandoned. The alleged settlement
of cUmar forbade not only the building of new monasteries and
a
churches, but also the repair of ruined (and abandoned?) ones. 0
However, historical tradition seems here to have made (Umar sponsor
of an intolerant attitude which had a later origin; for, apart from the
fact that all provincial officials were Copts, considerable evidence
exists to show that during the first century the official attitude was
very liberal and that the Christians could build and restore churches
with very little, if any, interference. What restrictions existed could
usually be overcome by a payment of money. 04 The early exemption
of the monks from the poll tax helped to attract large numbers to the
existing monasteries,'" and this, in turn, must have led to the repair
of the old or the building of new ones. It is in these favorable conditions that one must see the explanation of the great number of
churches and monasteries in the Fayyim in later Umayyad times.
Abfi Slih states that there were thirty-five monasteries there,'o* and
we know that in every province the number of churches greatly
exceeded that of its monasteries.
Pt. II, pp. 265-329.

102

103Cf. Encyclopaedia of Islam (hereafter abbreviated El), II, 992.
104

Ibid., pp. 992 f., and literature referred to there.

IoIbid.,

p. 993.

P'p. 202-3 and 349; on p. 53, however, the number is given as 33.
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As the monasteries grew in number, so their temporal wealth increased also. This consisted chiefly in large tracts of land, most of
which had doubtless come from pious donations made by the Copts,
while some of them represented the worldly possessions of the monks
given over at the time of their entry into the monastic life. Towards
the close of the Umayyad period we find the thirty-five monasteries
of the Fayyiirn, then under the capable administration of the provincial bishop, Abba Abraham (under the patriarchates of Theodore,
731-43, and Michael, 744-68),7 owning cultivated lands on which
a yearly tax of 500 dinars was levied.' 0 8 The wealth of these monasteries was indeed such as to expose Abba Abraham to "friendly" extortion by the financial governor of Egypt, al-1isim (114 24?/73242?);109 for on one occasion al-KAsim-'s declarations of love and friendship cost Abba Abraham 400 dinars, and the latter seems to have
had no difficulty in paying them on the spot."'
The ecclesiasticism which colored Egyptian monasticism during
this period flourished more in the W~di Natrfn units than elsewhere,
but it penetrated also into the Fayyam monasteries. The first indirect
bid for power on the part of the latter is perhaps to be seen in the
attempt of the FayyU-n to have a share in the translation of the
famous Forty-nine Martyrs, which seems to have taken place in the
last decade of the patriarchate of Abba Benjamin 1 (622-46)."'1According to the sttry, Fayyflmweavers andmtonks attempted to steal
the body of Dios and thus separate it fromn that of his father, but

without success."11
It was not long, however, before ecclesiastical recognition came to
the F'ayyiim monasteries. No doubt this was in a large measure due
to the influence of Samuel of IKalamifin (ca. 600O-698), whose activity
has been sketched above. The Fayyihm monasteries even began to
play an important role in the election of the patriarchs. Hitherto the
to,Dates as given Iin PO,
'us PO, V. 94; Abf1ii~lilb,

V, 86. 88.

pp. 5:3.#203.
lot PO. V, 92-105. Moslemi writers make little or no mention of al-1Kisim, but the fact
that he was financial governor or Egypt Is evident from glass stamps and weights Issued
by him; cf. Stanley Lane-Poole. A Historyi of Egypt in the Aftiddle Ages (London, 1901),
pp. 29, 48, and Flinders Petrie, Glass Stamrps and Weights (London, 1926). pp. 3. 15-16.
110 P0. V, 93-94.
all Dates as given In PO, 1. 487.
itCf. Evelyn-White, Pt.*.1 pp. 269-70; PO, X1, 699-703: Syn. Alex., 1, 233-34.
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Nitrian and the W'di Habib monasteries had led in supplying candidates for the patriarchate; in the person of John 111 (677-86), however,
a monk from the monastery of Sailah in the Fayyfm was chosen."'
Again, in the disputed patriarchal election of 744, it was Abba
Abraham, the previously mentioned business-like bishop of the Fayyiin, who together with some northern bishops played a decisive role
in the election of Abba Michael (744-68), a monk of the monastery
of St. Macarius." 4
We do not know to what extent the Fayyfii monasteries suffered,
if at all, in the fatal flight of Marwan I to Egypt inAD. 750, since it
is difficult to tell how far into the FayyfiinMarwan and his routed
army penetrated. He is reported to have been killed at Bf! Ir or Abu
Sir; but there are several places bearing this name, and the Arabic
sources are confused and contradictory."' Tabari just mentions Abf
$Ir in Egypt;"' al-Makin"I and Abu-*liib"' report him to have been
killed at Bfiigr Jfiridus. Yilrfit, quoting Ibn Zaul&l, also places the
death of Marwin in a Bfiir I iridus, but quoting Kind!, he locates
the event in a BS5i.5r in the district of Ushmanain." 9 Ibn Taghribirdi places the death of Marwdn in the Bflir of al-Gizah.12 0 The History of the Patriarchs, however, does not mention a Bfliir, but places
the last events of Marwan II at a place called Ddwatfn,"" apparently
situated near a Mount Abbah to the west of Cleopatra in Arsinoites.12
Since the account clearly indicates that Marwiln was killed somewhere
to the west of the Nile and south of al-Gilzah, 21 1 the Arsinoites referred
P0, V. 6--8; 1, 342; Budge, 1, 158; AbO $lilb, p. 209.
P0, V, 105-12.
"MCf. Quatremlire, Mimoires, I, 112-13;, Am~lineau, Giog., pp. 10-11.
'N6Annals, ed. by M. J. de Goeje (Leyden, 1879-1901), 111, 1, pp. 46, 49; cf. lbn alAthir, Kitdb al-kdmil fi al-tori kh, ed. by C. J. Tornberg (Leyden, 1867-76), V, 324, 326;
Abil: al-FidA:, Annates Moslemici, ed. by J. 0. C. Adler (Hatniae, 1789-94), 1, 486.
117 Iiistoria Saracenica, trans, by Thomas Erpenlus (Leyden, 1625), p. 119.
11s P. 257.
119 Dictionary, 1, 760: cf. Kindi, The Governors and Judges of Egypt, ed. by R. Guest
('E. J. W. Glbb memorial series," Vol. X1X [Leyden and London, 19121), p. 96; El, 111,
309; also J. Welihausen, The Arab Kingdom and Its Fall, trans. by M. G. Weir (Calcutta,
1927), p. 549.
120 A-nuif~m al-zdhirah fi mulfik Miqr wa-al-4'dhirah, I (ed. by Juynboli and Mattbes
Leyden, 1851-55)), 352.
1121P0, V. 187.
122 Ibid., p. 186; cf. also p. 156.
122 Ibid., pp. 185-86.
113
114
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to is no doubt the Arsinoite nome of the Fayyiim and not the second
Arsinoite nome east of the Nile and reaching to Suez, where an
24
Arsinoites-Cleopatra is to be found at the head of the Arabian Gulf.'
We must therefore add a Cleopatra to the list of place-names in the
Fayyfirn, though just where this Cleopatra was located in the Fayyfim
is not known, unless it be near Ddwatfin, which may be a misspelling
or an Arabic version of Dafdanfi (modern Difinnii), so that Bisir
)afdanG, a place situated a short distance south of the city of Fayyiin, may be the one m-eant. Modern scholars, however, doubt if this
is the B(.ir concerned and point to a Bilir Kfiridus at the entrance
of, but not in, the Fayyfirn as the scene of Marwdn's last hours. 25
Abfi-S.'lil reports a church and a monastery of Abirfin at this place, 2 6
anl Tabar! tells us that Marwan was overtaken in a church in
Bflsmr.'72 If Marwdn and his soldiers did indeed reach Ifiir Dafdanfi,
then the monasteries in the eastern Fayytim must have felt his
wrath; but if he stopped at Bfi~lr Ifirldus, which seems the more
likely, then the Fayyfiin monasteries, like those of Wdi Habib,"'
escaped the destruction that was the fate of all monasteries which lay

on his route.129
The change from Umiayyad to cAbbasid rule had no immediate
effect on the conditions of the churches and monasteries of Egypt.
EXcooniic persecution and despoliation of churches'"0 went hand in
hand with freedom of worship and social visits, at times on a grand
scale, to the monasteries' 3 ' Strained relations and periodic revolts
were, under the circumstances, to be expected. Thus in 170 '786 the
governor cAl! ibn Sulaiusin issued an edict to destroy all churches
(and monasteries?) built since the Muslim conquest, an edict which
was fortunately and wisely revoked by his successor on the advice of
a body of Muslim jurists. 312 Building was resumed on a large scale in
124(*f.

It.

Gauithier. Jrq taome

dEgypte

depuis Hirodole jusqu' d la coiqui-te urabe

(M~'noires preseMtks it 1Ilustitut d'Egypte. t. XXV 11935)), pp. 125-29 and 138-42.
An~Iiieau. Giog.. p. 10; BJF.40, 1. 65; Ab

12b

iih

pp. xix and 257, note 2.

u16P. 257.
117

Anals, 111, 1. p. 49.

1210, V, 175, 183.
130

El. 11. 992-94; PO, X. 363. 373-75, 512-15;

-~,

13,El. 11. 992; Kindi. op. cit.. pp. 131-32; NlalrWi 11, 493.

p. 87.
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the patriarchates of Abba Mark III (799-819) and Abba James
(819-30).'13 Still it was in this period that a number of revolts
against heavy taxation took place. The earlier ones, in which Muslims and Christians alike took part, followed the civil war waged between Amin and Ma miin. A purely Christian insurrection occurred
in 214-15/829-30, when the Bashmfirites of the middle Delta revolted
contrary to the advice of their patriarch James as well as that of
Patriarch Dionysius of Antioch who accompanied Ma)mfn on his
visit to Egypt. The Bashmifrites were severely defeated, large numbers were massacred, and many of the survivors were deported to
Baghdad.'" This, Malrizi informs us, was the last Christian rebellion; for from that time on Muslims were in the majority in the
villages. 13 5
These general conditions are reflected in the contemporary history
of the monasteries of Scetis. It was about 817 that the first Arab sack
of these monasteries took place. This was followed by a period of
restoration and enlargement under Abba James (who visited the
monasteries of Upper Egypt and perhaps also those of the Fayyflm) 13 6
and Abba Joseph (830-49), so that during the patriarchate of Shenflte
I (859-81) we find seven instead of four outstanding monasteries
in the Widi Habib. 3 7
That the conditions in the Delta and in WAdi Habib will have
had parallels in the Fayyfim seems natural to expect; yet actual materials on the monasteries of the Fayyfmm are woefully lacking, and
for the period under consideration we have nothing to point to except
the situation in the monastery of I.alamfin at the time of its abbot
Isaac and his famous disciple Micil, as sketched above. Nor is our information for the following period, that of the Tilfinids (254-92/868905) and Ikhshidids (323-58/935-69), any fuller. On the one hand,
Abmad ibn Tillfin did not hesitate to imprison Patriarch Michael III
(881-909); on the other hand, Khumarawaih's visits to the Natriin
monasteries are indicative of cordial relations existing between the
"3

1

EI, II, 992; PO, X, 418-19, 460; Kindi, op. cit., pp. 554-55.
El, 11, 994; PO, X, 486-95.

IS EI, 11. 994; Malgrizi, II, 494.
1I

PO, X, 452-54.

17

Evelyn-White, Pt. II. pp. 297-304; the dates of Shenfite I are according to Renau-

dot, Historia patriarcharum Alexandrinorum, pp. 301, 319.
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Tfiliinids and the church.'3 8 In the short interval between the two quasi-dependent dynasties the cAbbasid caliph made a bid for peace and
good will by declaring in 313/925 that the jizyah or head tax would
not be imposed upon bishops, monks, and needy laymen. 139 The
Ikhshidids continued to favor the Christians and frequently attended
their public ceremonies and celebrations. 1 0 The monasteries were
coming more and more into the public eye, so that the ninth and tenth
centuries saw several Muslim authors devoting their time to narrating
the history of the monasteries and describing monastic life. Among
these are Abii al-Faraj al-L.fahdni, who wrote a Book of the Monasteries, and al-Shibushti, who gave us a book of the same title.1 '
Though al-Shbushti's work is lost, it was used to good purpose by
both Abo lil and MaIrizi. But these authors give us no definite
material on the Fayy-fm nonasteries during this prosperous period,
and so we must for the present content ourselves with the one definite
event recorded in our present Document III of 336/947, which deeded
property to the two monasteries of Na l~n and Shalld.
With the Fditimids an era of prosperity set in for the churches and
the monasterie,' 4 2 marred only by the fanatical persecution of alHI.kim (386-411/996-1021), from which only the Wdi Habib monasteries seem to have escaped.' 43 The churches and monasteries of the
IFayyrim, however, fell victim to this persecution; for a Coptic note
Of A D. 1014, left us by a certain Joseph, a deacon in the Fayyn,
states that hie, Joseph, fled in great affliction to the monastery of
Macanius, because al-1j-kim had destroyed(?) the churches and
monasteries of the Fayyfim, and because safety was to be found only
in the monastery of Saint Macanius.'"4
The Ayyftbids (564--648/1169-1250) were not as generous or indulgent as their predecessors. They despoiled the church of part of
its revenue, and though restoring some churches, they did not hesitate
to destroy others which for some reason annoyed them. The crusades
1,1 Evelyn-White. Pt. It. pp. 335-36; El. 11, 994 f.
13%El, it, 995.
1411[bid., 11, 995.
'it AhOia fitb.p. .xv.
142El, It, 9.92, 995. and referenes given there; Abil ilb. pp. 15, 47. 89, dl passim.
143 Evelyn-White, Pt. 11, pp. 343-45: P0, X1. 560-61, El. 11. 992. 995.
144Evelyn-White. Pt. 11. p. 345.
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made the situation of the church delicate and caused the ruin of many
churches, especially in the Delta. It is from this period that the utter
destruction of many Egyptian monasteries dates. 45 At the same time
the spirit of Egyptian monasticism degenerated into determined
ecclesiasticism, which gave rise to many dissensions. In keeping with
this decline is the rise of Arabic Christian literature during this
period; for this event is in itself an ironical testimony to the victory
of Arabic and Islnim over Coptic and Christianity. By the thirteenth
century Arabic Christian literature was in a flourishing state, and it
is at this time (ca. 1200) that Abai lilwrote his treatise and supplied us with valuable information on the monasteries of the Fayyom.
Abfi Sililh's account does not attempt to keep track of the thirtyfive monasteries of the Umayyad period, neither is it exhaustive for
his own period, though in making this statement it must be remembered that his work, as we now have it, is a clumsy abridgement of the
Qlih, in the account as we now
original.' 46 Be that as it may, Abfi
have it, mentions but eight monasteries 47 as having existed in the
Fayyfim during his time: (1) that of Nakln, (2) that of Ialamnin,
(3) that of St. Isaac of Difri at al-Lahiin with a church resembling
that of 1.alamfin, (4) the monastery of the Brothers at Sailah, whence
John III was called to the patriarchate, and (5)the monastery of the
Virgin, also at Sailah, (6) the monastery of the Cross at Fanfl, and
(7) the monastery of Theodore and (8) that of the Apostles, both at
Aflil. al-Zaitfiln. Since both Isaac of Difri 48 and Theodore (who is perhaps none other than Theodore the General)'4 9 were martyred in the
time of Diocletian, these monasteries named after them may have
very early origins. The monastery of the Virgin was in all probability
a Theotokos "duplicate"'' 0 of the monastery of the Brothers at Sailah.
"5 El, 11, 992, 996; PO, XI, 617; AbOi
16 Pp. xii f.

pp. 15, 94-97, 112, 174, 248, 253.
filfl),

17 Ibid., pp. 205-10.
14

Abfi $1ib, p. 210.

4o Budge,

IV,

1133-38; also I, 219, 265. According

to the Ethiopic Synazarium,

Theodore was a native of Sabt in Upper Egypt; but according to Abi i~lib (p. 208) he was
a native of the Fayyiim. For other saints named Theodore who might come into consideration see Strothmann, op. cit., p. 128.

'so The Theotokos "duplicates" appear to have arisen
heresy in the first half of the 6th century to accommodate
been ejected by the Julianists. They were dedicated to the
Virgin as symbolizing the matter in dispute, the reality of
11,pp. 232-35.
White, Pt II.

at the time of the Galanite
the Severian monks who had
Theotokos rather than to the
the incarnation. Cf. Evelyn-
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The monastery of the Apostles at Afldh al-Zaitin and that of the
Cross in the district of Fa-nui are then the only ones of the eight that
give no clue of the period of their origin. But we are probably not
wrong in considering them as having been among the thirty-five
monasteries mentioned for the Umayyad period.
Ab *lihi's account is greatly supplemented by that of cUthin
ibn al-Nablusi, given about half a century later (642/1245-46), which
credits the Fayyam with thirteen monasteries and twenty-five
churches.' Since the intermediate period between Abi saih and
Miblusi was not particularly conducive to the rise of new monasteries, the difference in the number of the monasteries reported by
these authors can hardly be attributed to the appearance of new
monasteries, but should rather be explained by the greater fullness of
Nblusi's account. Unfortunately I have no access to the Arabic text
of Nidblus! and must work with what information I can gather from
the description of Nablusi's work as given by Ahmed Zekil6 " and by
63
Georges Salion.'
From the information supplied by the latter I am
able to list twelve nionasteries and thirty-eight churches (seven of
which are in ruins) instead of thirteen nmasteries and twenty-five
churches as mentioned by Ahmed Z6ki. Five of these are listed by both
Abn Blilbi and NdblusI: the monasteries of Nal~lin and Ialamfm, that
of St. Isaac at al-Ldhiln, that of the Cross in the district of Mini!
(called Dair Fanr by Ndblus!), and one of the two moniasteries at Sailah
(referred to simply as Dair Sailah, so that there is no way of telling
definitely whether it is that of the Virgin or that of the Brothers,
though the probability is in favor of the latter). One of the two
Sailah monasteries listed by Ab~i *lili must therefore have passed
out of existence; the two monasteries located by him in Afiti alZaitran had either disappeared, or they were more probably included
then, as now, in the province of Ban! Suwaif. The remaining seven
of the twelve (or eight of the thirteen) of Niiblusi's list were likely in
existence in Abu-$lilis time, but were perhaps not considered by
him of the same importance (and antiquity?) as the eight which he
listed. These seven additional monasteries are the monasteries of
16,Ahmed ZMk1iIn 5ocltk Royale de G~ograpthie dEgypte. Bulletin, V. No. 5 (1899).
pp. 277-78.
16 Ibid., pp. 253-95.
M'BIFAO, 1. 29-714.
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Sidmant, Sinniiris, Dimishiyyah and Bainyah, each near a city
or village of the same name, the unnamed monastery at Disya (concerning which more will be said below), the monastery of al- Amil
at al-Adwah, and the monastery of Abba Shenfite in MinshAt Auld
cArafah. Thus the combined lists of Abi! * 1 iijand Mblusi give
fifteen different monasteries (sixteen if the thirteenth monastery
credited to Ndblus! by Ahmed ZVki is not contained in Abri ,iili's
list). To these we must add the monastery referred to in our Document III, namely that of ShallaI, which is not mentioned by Abu
Sbil, but is included by Nblus in a list of ruined and abandoned
places1 54 and was therefore probably in ruins already in the time of
Abfl Slil.
In the field of ecclesiastical influence and politics the Fayyim produced during this period a somewhat prominent figure-the bishop
Peter, who is four times mentioned by Abfil dih as having participated in the dedication of churches and monasteries in and mear
Fustdt-Mi5r. His first appearance is in 1183, when he is reported to
have solemnly opened a monastery which had formerly belonged to
the Nestorians but was now changing hands, because no Nestorians
were left in Mi.r except one or two men.' The monastery was a goodsized one and prospered under the new ownership. The next year
(1184) Peter and Gabriel, bishop of Misr, opened a restored church,""
and on two other occasions (in 1186 and 1187) these two bishops were
67
together present at similar functions.
The thirteenth century found the church of Misr (Cairo) competing
strenuously with that of Alexandria for ecclesiastical leadership, and
the indications are that the Fayyiim co-operated with Misr. The
church of the Fayyiim itself, however, was not free from internal
rivalry if not dissension. Bishop Peter found it necessary to take
severe measures, even to the point of expulsion from office, against
no less a person than the future candidate for the patriarchate, David,
son of Lal~lal . In spite of much opposition, the Mijr-Fayyfim forces
won the election, and David of the Fayytim, taking the name of Cyril
M" Ibid., p. 31.
0&'Abil Iibi p. 135;
$i
as reported by Aba ii1
IN Abil $Wi1b, p. 127.
is' Ibid., pp. 92, 139.

cf.

Renaudot. op. cit., p. 553, for correc'tion of the date
to 1183.

A.D. I1181,
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1II (1235-43), terminated the twenty year vacancy that had followed the death of John VI in 1216.11 Cyril soon won the reputation
of being a reforming and a grasping patriarch. His "reforms" brought
gratifying though temporary victory to the church of Miir at the
expense of the church of Alexandria and of the monasteries of Wdi
Habib.'6 9 To what extent, if at all, the Fayyfim shared in this victory
we have no way of knowing.
With the coming of the Mamelukes the entire Coptic church faced
an era of persecution and despoliation the like of which it had not
before experienced, and as a result of this, as well as of the Black
)eath in 1348 and of famine in 1374, the fourteenth century saw the
rapid and tragic decline of Egyptian monasteries, including those of
Widi! Natriin. These last, however, seem to have held out in the first
half of the century and to have become once again the general refuge
for those fleeing the persecutions of 1301 and 1321, which took place
in the patriarchate of John VIII (1300-20) and John IX (1320-27).160
There is no reason to believe that the churches and the monasteries
of the Fayyriin escaped the persecuting fury of the Muslims in
721/1321, which resulted in the destruction of numerous churches
and monasteries throughout Egypt.'6' Again, in 755/1354 churches
were demiolished, and a large part of the church revenue was confiscated.1' Faced with humiliation, economic extortion, and even loss
of lift at the hands of a surly Muslim majority, the Christian minority
continued to dwindle, many becoming Muslims, and the monasteries
which escaped destruction, lacking new recruits, fell into ruins and
were eventually abandoned. 8 31 The description given by EvelynWhite for the Nitrian monasteries will probably apply in general to
the whole country. So far as the Fayyin is concerned, indirect testimnony regarding these conditions is found in Mal~rizi's account of the
Fayyuiin monasteries. Of the fifteen (or sixteen) different monasteries
MRenaudot, op. ci.. pp. 567--68, 5*76.593.
09 Evelyn White, Pt. It. pp. 387-89.
160Renaudot. op. cit., P. 604 Evelyn-White, Pt. H1,pp. 393. 394. 400-402.
pp. 328-40, and
' M.alrzi, It. 512-17 (English translation by Evetts in AbO if
French~ translation In Quatremt're. .imoires. H., 225-49); !Ali Pasha Mubfirak. Al-khi~aj
ailtauifaaiiyahalo-jadidak 1i Afaqr uaAdrah . . . (Bili~l , 1304-6i1880-88), 111, 98-101,
V1, *74-79.
6?El, 11, 99..
161Ibid., 11, 992.
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reported by Abfi ali. and Nablusi he mentions but three: those of
Nalfin, I.alamiin, and Sidmant. We have already mentioned the
decline evidenced in the first two; with regard to the third we are told
that it had lost much of its former estate and was then partly deserted.
Further indirect testimony of the decline of Christianity and of the
pathetic position of the Christians in the Fayyfm during Mameluke
times and after is to be seen in the great obscurity of its bishops, if
indeed the see was not mostly vacant from the time of John (about
1230) to that of Michael, who was visited by Vansleb in 1672, a period
of nearly four and one-half centuries.'6 4 Vansleb's account states how
the Christians of the city of Fayyim had no church to worship in, but
had to go to the near-by village of "Desie" (Disyd) for their services; "' how the whole province had but a few churches, and these
very poor; how fear and timidity were uppermost even with the
bishop, who mistook the approach of Vansleb and his men for government soldiers intent on doing harm.' 66 This situation may be considered as typical of the whole Ottoman period, which followed that
of the Mamelukes. Two exceptions for the country as a whole may
be mentioned, due, in part, to the personality of the then patriarch.
Thus the patriarch Gabriel VII (1526-69) was in a position to give
much of his time and means to rebuilding monasteries,'6 and a second
period of building occurred in the patriarchate of John XVI (16761718). 68

The Etat, a tax survey made in 777/1375, lists in the Fayyfim a
Dair Abi Ja rAn.'6 9 If this was merely a monastery, why was it the
only one listed? If it was a village paying taxes, then the name would
imply the existence of a monastery in the neighborhood. In either
case we apparently have a new monastery to the credit of the Fayyfim,
built after Niblusi's time.
Other obscure monasteries in the Fayyim or in near-by deserts are
mentioned from time to time, chiefly by western visitors. Vansleb
1,4 Baudrillart. Dict., IV, 762.
' Op. cit., p. 253.
"'
7

Ibid., pp. 259-61. 265.
All Pasha Mubirak, op. cit., VI, 84.

16*

Ibid., VI, 85.

"'

In 'Abd al-Latif, Relation de l'Egypte, trans. by 8. de Sacy (Paris, 1810), p. 682: of.

also BIFAO, I, 73.
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gives us two: "Deir Abulife" (Dair Abu-LUfah), located in the desert
north of Lake I.ariin,' 70 and "Deir ii Azeb," half way between the
city of Fayyuim and Naldfn.' 7 An "Azab" is shown on the map of the
Arsinoite nome by Grenfell, Hunt, and Goodspeed.12 This location
accords, on the one hand, with that given by Vansleb and, on the
other, with the location of the village of "el-Hazeb" mentioned in
37
Napoleon's Descriptin,'
but not given in the list of towns and vil17 4
lages of this work.
That al-cAzab and "el-Hazeb" both refer to the
same place is very likely indeed, for nothing would be easier than a
confusion of the sounds of alif, Cain, 6d, and hv in transliterating
Arabic from the spoken sounds. Furthermore, Dair al-cAzab must be
identified with the "Deir-el-Azrab" mentioned by Johann Georg. 17 5
The latter speaks of two churches there, an older one which he places
in the twelfth century, and a more recent one about one hundred and
twenty years old. Clarke 176 mentions a church of the Virgin at al:Azab in the district of Itsd, but to which of the two churches of
Dair al-cAzab the name belongs it is difficult to tell. If the monastery
does indeed go back to the twelfth century, it was perhaps founded
by Peter, the energetic bishop of the Fayyrlm mentioned above, or
perhaps somewhat later by the patriarch Cyril 111 (1235-3), who
was formerly David, a priest of the Fayyiim. Pococke"I remarks on
the deserted condition of the monasteries in general, stating that they
were inhabited by one or two married priests, but he does not speak
of any of the better known monasteries, not even of that of Naldlin
170 Op. cit., p. 26-S, in CG.(aton-Thotepson and E. W, Gardner, The Deiert Fayu M
(London, 19:34). 11. Pis. (I-iX-i.
the monastery Is located,. and on P1. LXXXVI a
photograph is given;- in 'Vol. 1, p. 8SI,the monastery Is described thus: "The Deir, a ('optic
hermitage, cut In the face of a bluff in the great Tertiary scarp was visited In 1926 by Mr.
Starkey in our company who climbed uip to the chambers. According to local bedouin
the roofs In several places have collapsed within the past generation and crushed the rockcut chambers. The C'optic inscriptions did not concern us. and we made no Investigation
of the place."
17, Ibid., p. 27-5.
172 The Tebtuniq Papyri, Pt. It (London, 190n7), Pl. IlI; the place Is also given on the
map of the Survey of Egypt and listed In the Indexr to I'tace .Names (Cairo, 1932). P. 12,
as ai-'Azab
113V 1. 207.
174 Ibid., VII, 810-12,
I's Op. cit., p. 19. Johann Georg Is not accurate in reproducing Arabic names; since he
gives 1Ealam~in as "Kalamunt,' he may well have rendered al-cAzab as "el-Azrab'
16Op. cit., p. 205; cf. also Survey of Egypt, Index to Plece Names, p. 12.
17A Description of the East . ... (London. 1743), 1, 55-67, 176.
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or 1Kalaman. He does, however, mention two monasteries in the
northwestern region of the Fayyihm. The first, called Dair Ijarakat
al-MA"r, "the monastery of the stirring of the waters,""', is north of
Lake 1 riin. He adds that the building seemed to him to he "some
remains of antiquity, which might be converted into a monastery."
Whether this monastery and Dair AbT Lifah are the same monastery
with two different names, or two different monasteries in the same
desert region north of that lake, is hard to tell. The second monastery
reported by Pococke is a ruined one of unburnt bricks sonic two or
79
three leagues south of Iar I rfn.1
The Description mentions still another ruined monastery, that of
Zakiwah, southeast of Madinat al-Qhara. 180 Finally, Flinders Petrie
adds one more to our list, that of al-Hamm mn,' three miles north of
al-ifhiln. "The Deir," he writes, "has been rebuilt a few centuries
ago, but there are outlines of a much larger Deir showing on the
ground. Outside the older Deir are rubbish-mounds. Here we found
plenty of scraps of papyrus."1 82 'larke in his Christian Antiquities of
1912 does not mention this monastery, neither does Strothmann in
1932 in his Die koptisehe Kirche in der Neuzeit. Johann Georg lists
it among the three small monasteries of the Fayyu-m visited by him
in 1927-28, the trip to al-1ammirn having been made in the latter
year. The monastery was then completely in ruins ("alles ist verfallen") with only a woman and her family around. The church altar
was locked up and the keys were at al-La-hfin, so that he did not get
to see it. But his account, like that of Petrie, indicates the antiquity
of the monastery, for he mentions a door ornament of about A.D. 500
and capitals of the sixth century and places the church in the first
thousand years of our era.' If these datings are correct, then this
monastery must be one of the thirty-five which were in existence in
Ibid., P. 6.5.
Ibid., p. 616.
140V1, 219: V11. 810.
14, Spelled with h in Description, viI, R10, and on the map, hut with 4i In the Index to
Place Names. The Index allocates the village of al-ijammr~m to Ban! Suwaif and the
monastery to the Fayyfim.
142 Coptic Manuscripts brought from the Faygism ...
. ed., by W. E. (Crum (London,
1893). p. v. Other travelers and writers of the 19th century. e.g., Miss Platt (Quarterly
Reriewc t,ondonl, LXXVII), Curzon, and Butler, add nothing to our knowledge of the
Fayyilm monasteries.
193Op. cit.. pp. 18-20.
178

179
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Umayyad times, though it is difficult to see why it was not mentioned
by either Abi rlili or NdblusI; for it can hardly have been a question
of boundary line here, especially when NblusI does include the village
of al-Ijammm. 8 4 The three monasteries mentioned by Johann
Georg, al-cAzab, al-Mai'ak (Nalihn), and al-Ijammim, are monasteries without monks, but their churches are still in use according to
him.'3 Only two of these three churches, that of Gabriel at Nallfn
and that of the Virgin at al-cAzab, are even listed as churches in the
list supplied to Clarke by the patriarch Cyril V (1874-1927), though
Clarke warns us that he guarantees neither the completeness nor the
accuracy of the list.'" 6
Of Arab Muslim historians since the days of Malriz! and Abfl
4lli, cAl! Pasha Mubihrak is the only orn who has devoted considerable space to the churches and monasteries of Egypt. But his account,
being for the most part a repetition, when not an abridgement, of these
two, adds nothing important to our knowledge of the Fayyam
m-onasteries. He mentions nine monasteries of their combined lists:
those of (1) Na~lfin, (2) IEalamiin, (3) Sidmant, (4) the Cross at
F~nfl, (5) the Virgin and (6) the Brothers at Sailah, (7) Isaac at atL-hiin, (8) Theodore and (9) the Apostles; but unlike Abi *ili, who
places the last two at Aflai- al-Zaitfin,(All Pasha Mubrak places the
monastery of Theodore at Aflhi. al-Zaitfin and that of the Apostles
in the city of Fayy(Im.'8 7 A comparison of the two texts leads me to
believe that W!l Pasha Mubairak has confused the churches of the
city of Fayyflm with the churches and monasteries of Afl~lb al-Zafiin.
He repeats, word for word, the account given by Abfi Sifi of the four
churches of the city of the Fayyilm, but gives them right after his mention of the monastery of Theodore and before his listing of the churches
of Macanius, Gabriel, and the Savior, and of the monastery of the
Apostles, all four of which, according to Abii *lib's account, belong
to Afilm al-Zaitfln. A slight change in the arrangement of W!l Pasha
Muba-rak's text will give us an accurate reproduction (except for the
omission of the church of St. John at AfIlkm al-Zaitfin) of Abil ~lilj's
account, to which cAll Pasha Mub~rak himself specifically refers us.
184BIFAO, 1. 38.
1" Op). cit.. pp. 18-19.
IM~Op. cit., pp. 199, 205, for the dates of Cyril see Strothmann. op. cit., p. 158.

Is op. cit.. xiv. 89.
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Farther on, writing apparently from personal knowledge and of his
own time, cAli Pasha Mubdrak does actually mention, as though belonging to the city of Fayyiim, a monastery of the Virgin together
with a church "in the district of the Arabs which is about an hour's
distance to the south (of the city), both being the remains of ancient
places of worship."' 81 From this account it would seem that the
monastery credited to the city of Fayyfim is none other than the
monastery mentioned by Ndblusi'8 9 as lying north of Disya and
referred to by Vansleb as the church in the near-by village of Disy&
to which the Christians in the city of Fayyfim came because there
was no church in the city itself.' 90 Ali Pasha Mubdrak's account
thus helps us to name the monastery at DisyA as that of the Virgin.
The name of the modern church at Disya is given by Clarke' as
that of "El Amir Tadros," i.e., of Theodore the General.
Source materials for the inner life of the church of the Fayyfim and
for the part which this bishopric played in the ecclesiastical life of the
Coptic church at large are woefully lacking. Mediocrity and obscurity seem to have been its fate, but perhaps no more and no less than
was the case with other provinces also. A century after Vansleb's visit
we find a certain Joseph, a native of the Fayyfim and a monk of the
monastery of St. Anthony, elected to the patriarchate as John XVIII
(1770-96).'92 The Fayyfim bishopric seems to have been temporarily

vacant before 1844,91 but appears soon after to have received a
bishop, one of twenty-three appointed by the patriarch Peter VII
(1809-52).' 9 A certain Abraham was bishop in 1897.196 The name
of the bishop at the time of Johann Georg's visit to the Fayyfim in
1927-28, and by him called archbishop, is not mentioned by this author, though he accompanied the author on a visit to Dair al-lAzab
96
and Dair al-Malak (Nalfin).
asIbid.,

XIV, 91.

18 BIFAO. I, 62.
9oOp. cit., p. 253.
I'sOp. cit., p. 205.
! CAli Pasha Mubirak, VI, 85; Strothmann, op. cit., p. 18.
1# Strothmann, op. cit., p. 54.
34 CAli
Pasha Mubirak. VI, 86; cf. Strothmann. op. cit., p. 24.
1# Baudrillart, Dict., IV. 762.
It Op. cit., p. 19.
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When and for what reason the Fayyim and the Gizah bishoprics
were united, I do not know, but Clarke reports them united in 1912.117

We also read that the bishop of the Fayyiim is one of the two members
of the Jacobite Coptic hierarchy who do not have the title "metropolitan."' I 8 The situation seems to have been changed again recently,
); for Strothperhaps by the present patriarch John XIX (1928mann lists Gzah and the FayyGm as separate bishoprics, naming
Isaac as bishop of the Fayyim.' 99 If this Isaac is indeed the bishop
referred to by Johann Georg, and if the title archbishop was an official
one, the separation of the two bishoprics and the adding of the dignity
of a metropolitan must have come about before 1928, but certainly
not much before, since Baudrillart in his Dictionaire(published 1930)
lists them as still united.
The Fayyim is thus apparently sharing in the mild revival stirring
the Coptic church, 00 though to what extent is known only by few,
perhaps only by the patriarch John and the bishop Isaac. At any
rate, Ralph Bagnold,20 ' one of the most recent travelers in the Fayyim,
is silent on the question--a silence perhaps expressing and typifying
the deep indifference of the average modern traveler to such matters.
Yet his brief description of the Fayyfm as a province with "walled
gardens and villages that looked and smelt so different from anything
in the Nile Valley" and resounding with "the queer sleepy music of its
ancient wooden water-wheels, eternally lifting water from the canal,"
indicates why the Fayyfim is a land of interest alike to travelers and
to scholars.
1,Op. cit., p. 205.
M Baudrillart, Dict.. IV.761.
"9

Op. cit., p. 159.

20o
Cf. Evelyn-White. Pt. II. p. 436; and Strothmann's work already referred to:
further evidence of a (optic awakening is to be seen in the recent formation of theAssociation des amnisdesdises et de 'art Coptes. whose first annual bulletin (for 1935) was pub-

lished in Cairo in 1936.
20' Libyan Sands (London, 1935), pp. 25-26
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